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A BST RA CT

Piezoref 'lectance and other opti cal measurements

have been made on o phase alloys of Cu with 7tr, Ga,

A'l , In and Ge. The sampl es were evaporated f i lms deposi ted
on the face of a resonant osci I I ator assembly. The

appl'ication of this type of strain transducer to piezo-
ref I ectance al I evi ates systemati c errors and al'lows the
response to pure shear strains to be dist'inguished, even

in amorphous materials, using the polarisation dependence

of the resul ts.
The energies of the d band -r Fermi level threshold,

the i nterconducti on band threshol d, and the Le' -+ L r cri ti cal
point transition vvere determined for the alloys. Previous
opti ca1 studies using more conventional methods either
have not been able to'resolve these features or have not
located them with accuracy comparable with piezoreflectance,

trlith increasing al loy concentration the d band threshold
is found to shift slowly to higher energies, the inter-
conduction band transitions more rapidly to lower energies.
7n impurlties produced rnuch smaller shifts than the others,
i ndi cating the importance of i nteractions between impuri ty
d states and the d and conduction states of the host.
Si gni fi cant di fferences were found between the i soval ent
solutes Ga and A1, In concentrated alloys with Ztr,
Ga and Al the interconduction band threshold tended
to a common value of about ?.5 eV.

This lack of s'imple dependence on;, the electron
per atom density in the al1oy, is relevant to the under-
standing of the electronic structure of the Hume-Rothery

al loys and the regulari ty of the o phase boundary.

VICTORjA IJN VERSITY OF WIL ltr516*
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INTRODUCTION

In thi s project the el ectroni c structure of some

copper-based d phase al I oys has been i nvesti gated by

piezoreflectance: the response of the reflectance to
strain modulation. The o phase al loys - sometimes
called solid solutions - of the noble metals are disordered
substitutiona'l al'loys with the same face-centred cubic
structure as the host. In this chapter the reasons
for using this technique and for the interest in this
group of al1oys are discussed.

0pti cal studi es have the v j rtue of be'ing one of
the few methods of investigating the density of electronic
states i n metal s at energies appreciably removed from
the Fermi level.* However, there are difficulties
experimental and intrinsic - in their application.
Because visi ble 1 ight penetrates only a few hundred
angstroms in typical metals they are almost always
studied in reflectance, which is dj fficult to measure

abso'l ute'ly and is much affected by surface condition.
Consequently experimental results seldom agree in detail.
In contrast to the spectroscopy of atoms, molecules and

insulators, the spectra obtained are typical ly quite
smooth and featureless (see the review by Nilsson (1974)),
because they are due to electronic transitions by a

variety of mechanisms within and between several broad
bands. A reliable band structure calculation is almost
essential for their interpretation.

The advent of modul ati on spectroscopy ( Cardona, 1 969;
Seraphin, 1972, 1973) - the study of the effects on the
optical properties of the solid of an externa'l perturbation
(common'ly strain, temperature or el ectri c f i el d) has

*Standard photoemi ssjon studies are not able
conduction band features or slight changes
d bands. Fermi surface studies, with the
of positron annihilation, are confined to
di I ute al I oys.

to resol ve
in alloy
ex cepti on
extremely
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Lontri buted much to opti ca1 studi es of sol i ds i n the
'l ast decade. The advantage of modu'lation techniques
i s that the spectra typi cal ly have pronounced structure
with little background and features can often be unambiguously
assigned to a particular transition by considering the
form of the response si gnature or the symmetry of tensori al
perturbations. The underlying reasons for the increased
resolution and for the se'lection rules app'l icable to
symmetry-breaking perturbations are discussed in the
fo1 I owi ng chapter.

The common modul ated ref 'l ectance experiments are
pi ezoref I ectance (stra i n modu'la ti on ) , thermoref I ectan ce

(temperature), and e'lectro-ref I ectance (electric f iel d).
0f these piezoreflectance is the "c'l eanest" in that on'ly
the dimensions and symmetry of the 'latti ce are changed

in the others the mechanism of response is more complex.
Since the changes in ref'lectance caused by physically

practicab'le modulation amplitudes are smal'l , typ'ically
less than 1 part in l0u, the use of a.c. modu'l ation and

phase-senitive detection is essentjal in most cases.
A wide variety of strain modu'lators has been used by dif-
f erent workers ( Cardona , 'l 969 ) i nvol vi ng magneti c , pneumati c

and pi ezoel ectri c transducers i n both bendi ng and com-

pressi onal modes. A common prob'lem wi th transducers
is vibration and sample motion synchronous with the modulation
whi ch may I ead to unacceptabl e systemati c errors. A

novel composite piezoelectric transducer was used in this
work which alleviates this problem and, despite the use

of evaporated fi lm samp'l es, provi des additional information
from the pol ari sati on-dependence of the response.

Most of the previous work has been done on semicOnductors.
In metal s, the ful'l set of si ngl e-crysta'l measurements
(see Chapter 2) have been made on only the three nob'le

metals (Gerhardt, .|968 (copper); Nilsson & Sandell, 1970

(silver); Szczepanek & G'losser' 1971 [gold)) comp]ementing
the earl iest work on metal fjlms evaporated on ceramic
piezoelectric transducers, (Garf inke'l et dl, 'l 966).
The technique has so far been little used in alloy studies
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(Morri s & Lynch, I 969 (Ag- In ) ;
(Ag-Au ) ) .

Nilsson & Sandell, 1970

Several factors make copper-based al I oys convenient
and interesting to study. The el ectron i c structure of the
host, copP€F, i s wel I understood havi ng been i ntens i vely
studied experimentally and theoretically. The important
opti cal structure is accessi ble in the visible and near
ultraviolet and is easily separable from the background
of free-el ectron absorption.

A'l l oys of the nob'le metal s wi th the po'lyval ent e'lements
to the'ir right in the periodic table, typjfied by Cu with
Zn, Gd, Ge or As, are of interest because the difference
in valence between impurity and sol vent is the dominant
perturbation introduced by the impurity.

Hume-Rothery's recognition in the 1930s of the importance
of the concentration of conduction electrons per atom in
determining the crystal structure of some phases of these
a1 1 oys earned them hi s name. The limit of solubi'l ity
of these impurities jn the o phase a11oys occurs at;
(electrons per atom) concentrations of about .|.4 - 40 at% 7n

or 20 at% Ga etc. Thi s has been attri buted (Mott & Jones,
1936) to expansion of the Fermi surface to contact the
Brillouin zone stabilising the fcc crystal structure relative
to bcc until after contact is made due to the lowered
energy of states be'low the energy band gap at the zone
boundary. Since the volume of the Fermi surface is pro-
portional to the e'lectron density this explained the scal ing
of the phase boundary with : Hume-Rothery and Roaf ('1961)

suggested that contact occurred at the (200) zone faces
after it was found that in pure Cu the Fermi surface already
contacts the (1ll) zone faces. Heine and l^Jeaire (.|970)
raised several objections to this explanation including;
I ) contact at (200) requi res the Fermi surface to expand too

rapidly,
ii) the effect of the d bands is neglected even though cor-

relations of structure with $ ur. most characteristic
of noble meta'l -based alloys,

i i ) recent theory suggests the variation of total free energyi
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as the Fermi surface contacts a zone face is too slight
to decisively influence the preferred crystal structure.
Another point of view recently argued by stroud and Ashcroft
(1971) attributes the phase boundary ru'le to the screening
anomaly in the dielectric function at twice the Fermi
wavevector so that the effect is dependent on conduction
electron density rather than on any particu'lar feature
of the band structure.

Piezoreflectance is almost uniquely qualified to
resolve the question of contact at the (ZOO) zone faces
the conduction band state [Xu') at which contact must
occur figures prominently in the response to tetragona'l
shear strain in Cu whilst the correspond'ing structure is
indistinguishable in static optical spectra. Although
the rel evant structure i s obscured in the present measure-
ments on polycrystalline film samples our results indirectly
throw some 'l i ght on the prob'l em, and reveal an i nteresti ng

common feature of the conduction bands as the phase boundary
is approached, as well as providing accurate information
about the perturbation of the el ectroni c structure of
copper by po'lyvalent impurities.



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this chapter those aspects of the electronic
structure and opti cal properties of metal s and al'loys
relevant to the discussion of our results are briefly
re vi ewe d.

2.1 Electroni c Structure of Copper
The central problem in much of the physics of perfect

crystalline materials js the determination of the band

structure, E(k) Numerous cal cul ations have been made

for copper - fig.2.'l shows the band structure of copper
along directions of high symmetry in the Bril louin zone

as calculated by Segall (1962). Roughly speaking, it
shows fi ve narrow bands* deri ved from the ten atomi c

d electrons - the d-bands - lying 2-5 eV below the Fermi
level overlapping a broad, roughly parabolic band

the conduction band - accommodating the atomic s electron.
In fact, the distinction between conduction and

d-bands i s not absol ute ; except at certai n symmetry
points all states have an admixture of s, p and d character.
Thi s i s parti cu'l ar'ly evi dent where the s and d-bands
shoul d cross - there the s-d hybri di sati on or mi xi ng

causes the conduction band and d-band of like syrnmetry
to be repelled - see, for example, the Ar, and Lr states
along rL in the (lll) direction.

The difference in form of the conduction and d-bands
is reflected in the wave-functions. The conduction
band states are p1 ane-wave I i ke - the associ ated charge
density is almost constant throughout the crystal.
The d-band states are general ly wel I represented by a

I i near combi nation of atomi c orbi tal s centres on each
atom. A combined basis of p'lane waves and atomic
orbitals has been used in parametrised interpolation

*Spi n-orbi t
de gene ra te

splitting is
al ong certai n

negl i gi b1 e. Bands are al so
directions of h'i gh symmetrY
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band schemes (Slater and Koster, 1954; Hodges et d,l , .|966;

l'1ueller, 1967; Smith and l'tatthiess, 1g74) which success_
f ui'ly descri be d-band metal s. The width of the d-band
in the 'l imit of a narrow band is determined by overlap
integrals like <0(site o)lV(site o)lO(site s)>. A

single matrix element (Heine, 1967 ) describes we'l I both
the overall width and the hybridisation interaction with
the conduction band.

The renormal ised atom approach (Hodges, l.|atson &

Ehrenreich, 1972) emphasises another aspect of the inter-
action between conduction and d states, and the connection
between the band and atomi c poi nt of view. In constructinq
solid copper from free atoms one must compress the s and
d electrons within the lr|igner-Seitz sphere* to ensure
charge neutraf ity by, for instance, renormal isino the
atomic wavefunctions (fig. ?.2). Because the s wavefunction
is more extended than the d wavefunction the charge to
be shi fted by renorma'l i sation i s l arger - about 0.6 s

electrons compared with 0.2 d electrons. There are two
effects on the atomic states apart from the broadening
into bands (f ig.Z.?).
(1 ) The energy of the atomic d state is raised

electrostatic potential of the compressed s

d charge - by about 6 eV and l9 eV per unit
of s and d charge respecti vely wi thin the h,

Seitz sphere.
(2) The kinetic energy of the conduction state at the

bottom of the band i s I owered rel ati ve to the atomi c

s state because the wigner-seitz boundary condition
rlrlr

# = 0 at r = rs req ui res I ess curvature .in

the wavefunction.
Final ly, for d-band states, the concept of a bond

can be useful; for example, the three lzs' d states
(transforming,as XV, !2, zx) have maximum charge density
between nearest-neighbour atoms, along the (tto) directions,
and so these orbi tal s are "bonding" compared to the anti -bonding

by the
an d

i ncrease
igner-

*The l.li
has a

copper)
solid.

gner-Sei tz sphere (
vol ume equal to the

radius Fq = 2.67 au in
volume Fer atom in the
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next-nearest-nei ghbour di rected f r z states.

?.2 Al I oys

In thls section we consider in turn some spatial
aspects of impurity electronjc structure, the'implications
for band structure theori es of the I ack of peri odi ci ty
'in a disordered alloy, and first order perturbations of
the band structure, conc'l uding w jth a mention of more

sophisticated theoretical treatments.
Screeni ng

substitution of an'impurity for a host atom changes

the ionic potential and introduces a local djstortion
of the'l attice. Characteristically in meta'l s there is
an accompany'ing transfer of charge between the impurity
and the host atoms in its vicinity. If the imourity
ion has an excess valence 7 relative to the host it wil'l
attract a screening cloud of electrons to neutraf ise its
excess val ence and maintain the electron d'i stribution
in equil ibri um. A linearised Thomas-Fermi treatment
(rriedel, 1954) gi ves a screening charge density

exp (-qr)ap(r) 7s2
= + r

where the screening length q-r - 0.8 au for copper'

More exact treatments show the presence of long range

Friedel oscillations in the charge density

Ap(r) -

Fig.2.3 compares the results of a many-body perturbation
ca'l culati on by Langer and Vosko (1960) wi th the Thomas-Fermi

approxi mati on. Both agree that the screeni ng i s hi ghly

efficient. About g0% and 75% respectively of the screening

charge is local ised wjthin the 'impurity site ldigner-Seitz
sphere. The resu'lts of nuclear magnetic resonance

quadrupol e ef fect experiments on copper al1oys (reVierrred

by Grllner and Minier, 1977) are'in accord with Iong range

oscillations in the charge density. However, the measured
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electri c fiel d gradients at near nei ghbours are not wel I
understood, being almost independent of impuri ty valence
at the nearest nei ghbour rather than di rectly proportion-
al. An exact treatment of valence, lattice distortion
(saga'lyn & Alexander, 1g7l) and band structure effects
seems to be required. The valence effect by itsel f
predicts a charge density deficiency of severa'l percent
in the vicinity of the nearest neighbour of a singly charged
impurity. Nucl ear magneti c resonance Kni ght shi ft
measurements (Rowlando .|962) on silver alloys are con-
sistent with this, suggesting a decrease in S charge
density proportional to the impuri ty valence. The
possibi1ity of t-dependent charge exchange (Hodges, I979)
shoul d not be di scounted.

The extent of the screening charge distribution
determi nes the absol ute shi ft of the Fermi level .

Accordi ng to stern ( 
.|976 ) the sh'if t can be rer ated to

the electrostati c potential step due to charge transfer
across the interface between a piece of pure metal and
a11oy (fig.2.4). This charge transfer is caused by
the screening clouds overlapping the interface, The
Fermi level is constant throughout the system but in the
a1'loy the zero of the crystal potential (Ashcroft & Hermin
1976 ' p.354) is shifted relati ve to the Fermi revel due
to the dipole layer at the interface. Friedel ('l 954)
has pointed out that, with'localised screening, jn the
'low inrpurity concentration limit there are regions of
the a11oy with negligible perturbation of the charge
densi ty and potential , and hence the Fermi 'l evel of the
a1'l oy is unaffected:

dEr

dc ->0asc'+0

This is important for the interpretation of optical
spectra for di I ute a'l 1oys. At f i ni te concentrati ons
the screening clouds overlap and the Fermi'level is
affected - the Thomas-Fermi approximation ( rriedel , I 954)
predi cts
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according to the result of Friedel (1954)

approximati on wi th q=1 .'1 .
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AEr = Zql(qRCoshqR - SinhqR)

where fl=rsc-+,(fig.2.5).

A more accurate treatment of scneening shoul d not
qual i tati vely modi fy thi s depen dence because the shi ft
i s dominated by the screening charge overrap around
impurities which are nearest neighbours, where oscil'lations
in the charge density overlap are not evident. The
more localised many-body screening at nearest neighbours
suggests that the Fermi level shoul d rise less rapi d'ly
than the Thomas-Fermi prediction. Thus the variatjon
in the Fermi level at finite concentrations can giye
information about the charge density close to an irnpurity
complementary to that obtained from nuclear magnetic
resonance experiments,
Localised states

If the'impurity potential is sufficiently attractive
(i.e. Z large and positive) it will sp'l it off a local jsed
state from the bottom of the host conduction band (Koster &

Slater,1954). Zeller and Dederichs (1979), calculating
the local density of states at impurity sites, find that
Ga and Ge impurities in Cu have'localised 4s states.
This impl ies that the effecti ve excess val ence of the
impurity r.rill be reduced accordingly. In contradiction,
the observed scal ing of alloy phase boundaries with the
ordinary excess valence (see chapter I ) seems to prec'l ude
the subtraction of local i sed states from the conduction
band up to at least Z - 4.
Band structure of al'loys

The absence of perfect peri odi ci ty in disordered
al ioys cal I s into quest jon the va'l i di ty of k as a quantum
number. According to Stern (.|968), the eigenstate in
the pure metal i s transformed in a di I ute a1 1oy to an

a11oy eigenstate with energy E, comprising a coherent
part wi th a compl ex u,avevector K and an i ncoherent part
a mixture of waves with a range of wavevectors - associated
with the screening distribution, as depicted in fig.2.6.
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Fig.2.6 Distribution of wavenumber in an eigenstate of a dilute
alloy.The width of the peak and the height of the broad incoherent
background are proportional to the strength of scattering of eigenstates
of the pure material from the impurity.
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The width of the coherent peak and the height of the
broad background distribution are proportional to the
impurity concentration. The coherent part of the lrave-
function is renorma'l ised because the background subtracts
some weight from the area under the peak.

A correspondence exists between the a1 1oy eigenstates
and band s tates wi th wavevector k and complex energy
E + iE', which implies their decay by scattering since
they are not eigenstates of the a11oy. The coherent
alloy v',avevector and band wavevector are related by

kz = K2 * Tl n(zt. +t ) (os exp (i Ol)si n0g)

where 0t is the phase shift
scattering from the impurity
Friedel sum ru'le (Friedel, l

for the l,th
potenti a I ,

e54)

partial wave

satisfying the

t = l tn(zt + t) Ou(Ep)

stern thus maintains that the concept of an a'l loy
band stiucture, F€l ated as descri bed above to the actual
a1loy electronic structure, remains valid as long as
E'lAE
change in the energy of the band state on a)1oy.ing.Ft

rE is roughly proportional to z and is estimated to be
- 1 at the Fermi level for Z - 4 impurities in Ag (Stern
re73).

The fi rst order perturbation to the energy of the
pure meta'l eigenstate Vnk = ,nO(f).i!.t is given by

^E 
= /Ufr! Vp(.) Un!d.

where v,. is the perturbing potential - the differencep(r)
between tFe al'loy and pure metal crystal potentials
which is highly local ised on impurity sites by screening.
(Furthermore, according to Stern (.|g66) it is too strong
for perturbation theory to be strictly val id unless the
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excess valence of the impurity is less than the valence
of the host. )

In the rigid band approximation (t"iott A Jones, .|936)

this shift is assumed to be a constant independent
of wavevector or band (indexed by n). The Fermi
surface must expand to accommodate the cZ additional
conduction electrons per atom introduced by the impurities
a fundamental requ'i rement which might be termed "firl ing
of states" - so that the host band structure is rigidly
shi fted with respect to the Fermi level by

6E = -*fi;T

as shown in f i9.2.7.*
The approximation is restricted to weak impurity

potentials, 'l ow concentrations, and free-electron-l ike
bands in dilute copper-based alloys some failings
are obvious, for instance the observed almost constant
position of the d bands re'lative to the Fermi level.
However, if account is taken of the variation of the
spatial character of the vravefunction with ylayeyector
and band the perturbation approach provi des at least
a q ual i tati vely correct descri ption of the effects
of alloying as follows. Since VO(f) is localised on
impurity si tes, ei genstates of the pure metal whj ch have
large amplitude on such sites will be nost affected.
0bvious'ly the compact Cu d wavefunctions, which only
slightly overlap neighbouring sites, w'i ll be shifted
in energy much less than the conduction band states,

*Thq pure host density of states at the Ferrni leye'l ,
no (EF), can be estimated from speci fi c heat data.
Using Cata given by Lenge'ler et al (1971) and includinga 12% correction for electron-honon enhancement
no (Er) for copper is estimated to be 0.2G2 eV-rpef dtom. Band structure calculations (e,g.
Dalton,.|970) are in good agreement.
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Fig.2.7 Rigid band shifts in a free-erectron metal ailoy.
The density of states of the pure metal (solid curve.-the

occupied states are shown by hatching) shifts with no change
in shape on alloying (dashed curve).If the electron per atom
ratio were unchanged (z=0) the Fermi level would shift by the
same amount AE ; but to accomodate extra states it must rise
relative to the density of states by Of = cZfngtEf).
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whi ch have nearly uni form spati a1 densi ty and sampl e

the potential throughout the crystal. tJith'in the
d bands, bonding states (e.g. frs') shou'l d be more

affected than antibonding states because they are more

extended. In the conducti on band, bondi ng states
(e.g.lt and the states of the bottom of the band
gaps : X,,' and Lr' ) shoul d be I ess perturbed than
antibonding states (Xr, Lr ) because the former have
'large ampl i tudes between atoms and the I atter have

large amplitudes on the atoms, including irnpurity sites.
Also, p-'l ike states (near the Fermi surface neck in
copper (Segal I , 1962)) sfroul d be 'l ess af fected than
S-l i ke states (around the Fermi surface bel 1y) because
they have lesser amp'l itude at impurity nuclei. Never-
theless, changes in the shape of the conduction band

should be small; the calculations of Bansil et al
(1974) show that lattice expansion on alloying causes

a'larger distortion of the conduction band.
The di sti ncti on ma de by Ste rn between a1 'loy ei gen-

states and band states has I ittle-appreciated impl ications
for the fi 1 I i ng-of-states aspect of the ri gi d band

model. The fractiona'l vol ume increase of the Fermi
s urface per uni t i mpuri ty concentrati on i n the di I ute
I imit di ffers from the impuri ty valence 7 by (Coleri dge,
reTe)

7-

because only the coherent part of the a1 loy wavefunction
contri butes to the Fermi surface. It is easi ly shown

that this Fermi surface vo'l ume defect is a mini rnurn

when

o[= nZ
TB

(phase shifts for 9" > 2 are assumed to be negligible,)
The tab'le below g'i ves the minimum possible defect for
different 7.

Av
v It uQn" + t )(al - sinoncosos )
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7:

Minimum Fermi surface
volume defect (%)

A di screpancy of approximate'ly 1o% between $ ana Z found
in de Hass-van Aiphen effect measurements on Cu(Al )
and Au(Ga) (Coleridge, tgZg) was attributed to this
effect, which refrects the fact that I is no longer
a good ouantum number in a disordered a.l loy.
Modern alloy theories

Al I oy theories more sophi sti cated than the ri gi d
band model have been devised; the virtual crysta.l
approximation, the average t_ matrix approximation,
and the coherent potential approximation, at.l of which
use band structure techn iques on an effecti ve medi um

with a periodic potential. The fie'l d has been reviewed
by Ehrenreich and schwartz (tsze 1. calculations on
polyvalent sol utes in the noble metals, relevant to
thi s experi menta I work, have been confi ned to cu-Zn
the most real istic calculation to date is the average
t-matrix band structure by Bansil et al (lszcy. Even
thi s work makes an empi ri ca'l adj ustment of charge transfer
to obtain agreement with the interband threshol d for
optical absorption. Any complete alloy band structure
theory should give comp'rex eigenvalues and self-consistentl-v
determine the impurity potentjal, screening, and .loca.l

deformation of the lattice Progress i n cal cu'l ati nq
a self-consistent impurity potential and local density
of states within an irnpurity muffin-tin cell has been
reported recently (zel I er & Dederi chs, 197g) , one awaits
a f u'l 1y sel f-consistent band structure calculation.

? .3 0pt i ca'l p rope rt i es
l4acroscopi c descri pti on

The optica'l properties of a non-magnetic materia'l
medi um i n the absence of spat i al di spers i on can be
described by a freouency-dependent dielectric constant.

29t7B

e(o) = e r + iez
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is a complex, symmetric, s€cond-rank tensor, reducing
t0 a scalar for crystals of cubic symmetry such as copper
which are optically isotropic. Attention is usually
focused on €zi the cl assi cal resul t that the rate of
energy absorption per unit vo'l ume f rom an electric field
is given by

,r,lrl21+n

suggests its direct connection with elementary excitations
in the medium. The real and imaginary part of the
dielectric function are not independent; because of
the response- function character of e they are connected
by the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations:

er(or) = 1*? P /T($#:+z do,

ez(o) = -|ei?.f#+du,,
(p denotes the principle part of the integral. A comp'lete
treatment may be found in, for example, Hodgson (l 970)
or Wooten (.|972).) Thus if €z is known throughout the
enti re spectrum, Er can be deducedn and vi ce versa.

To obtain e(o) from reflectivity (R) measurements
one makes use of anal ogous dispersion rel ations for the
complex reflect'ion coefficient for normal incidence
r = /R .io. Specifically:

o(ar) = * rT *, (tnR(,,)) tn t$fi1 dur,

and then E1 and ez are given algebrajcally by:

El = n2 - Yz , Ez=Znk

n =#, k =(n+r\ /RSino
'/T7RTo-sT - TF

Experimental methods not uti'l ising the dispersion relations
(and thereby avoiding extrapolatfons outsjde the necessarily
limited range of measurement) must involve two independent
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opti ca I meas uremen ts at each

speci fy the compl ex pai r of
Mi croscopi c descri ption

The types of one-electron optical transitions which
may occur in metal s are shown in fi 9.2.8. Since optical
photons have negligible momentum on the scale of the
Brillouin zone, on'ly vertical (or direct) interband
transi tions are al I owed unless momentum conservation
is satisfied, as it is for intraband and non-vertical
(indi rect) interband transitjons, by interaction with
phonons or crystal defects.
Intraband transitions

Intraband absorption is described by the Drude
free-electron theory which gives

where rp is the plasma frequency and t the relaxation
time characterising the scattering mechanisms necessary
for a f ree e'lectron to absorb energy f rom an electromagneti c

f iel d. For copper ?rrrr' = 9.0 eV and trlt : 0.04 eV

at room temperature. In the far infra-red ,t, di verges
as o-t; for t.r

copper at the onset of interband transitions at ? eY,
it is sma'l 'l (see f i9.2.11) and is easi'ly subtracted.

Di rect 'interband transi tions f rom occupi ed states
in lower band (f.) to vacant states in an upper band (u)
are described by:

wavelength in order to
optical constants,

fE2 =

of states in the
ions: on their
i buti on fun cti ons ,

the 6-function,
otation, weighting
bability gjven by

^ 'i _ 1t€hrzE2' = ;(;;)' |.fr sri{r
zon

The integral simply
Brillouin zone subje
occupancy - gi ven by

energy conservation
and ! conservati on i
them according to th
the matrix element,

d3k In.p ^12 o(Eu
oui n '- -1/Jt '

e

counts all pairs
ct to the condit
the Fermi di str

as stipulated by

mplicit in the n

e transitjon pro

- Es - nur)f (Eks) (1 - f (Eku) )
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Fig.2.8 Examples of single electron optical
metals : a) direct interband , b) indirect
transitions. Transitions b) and c) require

form of defect.

transitions in
interband, c) intraband

interactions with some
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l

Pur(k) = /V[u vVtt dr,

is the e'lectric field unit vector.
Considerin-o a single band pair and assuming the

matrix element is constant throughout k space (or at
least slowly varying in the region of interest):

. ruL = 1?n!-t 1 
t

where the (partia'l )

lo.q, s I

joint

,rrl,)

density of states is

Jru (r,r) = df /d3k6(Eu - EL - tro)f (Es)(t - f (Eo) )

whi ch alone determines the frequency variation of the
interband contribution to (fio)2er.
Critjcal points

The express'ion above can be transformed to an

i ntegral over surfaces of equal energy di fference,
firrg = Eu - E.e,;

'ruu(ur) = ':#r-'re"! #il;t r(Es)(l - r(Eu))

whowing that, when Vkrug = 0, Pu.t wi I I exhi bi t strong
variation. These critical points are the Van Hove

singularities. Generally they occur where two bands
are paral1e'l and 'level, (VkEu = VkEt = 0), and can
be predi cted from symmetry, since at the boundary and
centre of the 8.2., for instance, al I bands must be

level. To a first approximation the bands near the
critical point are parabolic and the form of the critical
point is determined by whether the band separation has

a I ocal maximum, minimum, or sadd'le point as summari sed
i n tabl e 2.1 - At a cri ti cal poi nt J ru 

(o) has the
form t It (r,r - ,o )]L'.

A further source of structure in ez is the truncation
of Jug by the discontinuity between occupied and vacant
states at the Ferrni level in metals. The thresho'l d

is especial ly abrupt when the onset of transitions
occurs along a I ine on the Fermi surface rather than
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Table 2.1 Properties of Van Hove si ngul ari ti es

l_n the jqi nt densi ty of states

In thc vlcinlty of a critical polnt at
gap between upper and lower bands has the expanslon

k the encrgy

O- =(r)uLc

_noi=m
1

3

+ x a.(k. - k .)21 1 C1 '

l-=r

I I r.
m.=m:t#=

111

d2un dzurl
dFr-' ilF

11
where

all +

Four types of critical point behaviour result:

Sign of the a.:

trp+ one * al'l -

Comespondlng form of the band structure about

*k

ksr

of 8,2.,

kt,*

kr = two cqui val ent(k U = dlrection of centre
transverse di rections )

Corrtsponding singularity in joint density of states:

I ,/ 7-- 1
'ur-J Mo -/r, ,\ L
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at a point (Cooper et d1, 1965), producing a Fermi surface
singularity with (r,r - ro)h dependence which is like an

Me Van Hove singularity. A number of s'ingularjties
occurring in copper in the 2-6 eV region are marked
on the band structure detai'l of fiq.2.9. The critical
points are:
d band -+ conduction band transitions
a) EX(L!) -+ EF, the d band threshold - a Fermi surface

singularity with transitions initia'l 1y localised
around the Fermi surface neck near L but
spreadi ng a1 1 over the Fermi s urface for
energies only a little above threshold
because of the fl atness of the upper d-band.
A simi'l ar threshold occurs for transitions
from the bottom of the d bands.

b) X5'+ X,.', l'lr Van Hove singularity.
conduction ba_!d * conduction band transi tions
^r ttc) EF * Q*tt:t, the interconduction band threshold:

a Fermi surface singul ari ty around the neck.
d) Lr' + Lr,l42 Van Hove singular.ity.

The contribution of indivjdual band pa'i rs to Ez

according to the 2-parameter band structure calculation
of Janak et al (1975) is shown in fig.2. l0 compared to
a typical experimenta'l spectrum. The critica'l point
structure in the experimenta'l E2 spectrum i s not dramati c,
and broadening and overlap makes it less so jn alloys.
However, any perturbation of the band structure produces
a large change in the joint density of states in the
vicinity of a critical point, as discussed in the fol-
'lowing section. This provi des the motivation for the
use of modulation spectroscopy and explains the importance
of cri ti ca'l points in thi s context.
Indirect transitions

These are transitions in which the k-vector of
the initial and final states can differ because momentum

conservation is satisfied by scattering from a phonon,
impurity, oF defect. Fi9.2.11 illustrates such transi-
tions in a context relevant to copper. Whi'le direct
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Fig.2.9 Important critical point transitions in copper:

a ) t[(t-, )*EF d band threshol d
b) Xs*Xq '

c1 fr*Q*(LY) interconduction band threshold
d) Lz'*LY
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Fig.2.l0 Interband E2 sp€ctra for copper: experimental result
from present study (dashed line) compared with theoretical result
of Janak et a] (1975) showing contributions from each'pair.of
bands -
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transi tions set in wi th a (ur - ,d )ut dependence, indi rect
transition5^from the Fermi level to a bank minimum go

J

as (o - r,ri )2. Phonon assisted indirect transitions
have been studied in semiconductors (Harbeke, lglZ)
where their effect, two or three orders of magnitude
weaker than direct transitions, is often apparent below
the direct gap. In pure metals there is no definite
evi dence of indi rect transi tions - intraband absorption
easily masks weak structure - and, given the success of
the direct transition model (fig.2.10), it is unlikely
they are significant. In copper-based al'l oys, it has
been suggested (De Reggi and Rea, .|973) ttrat, at a critjcal
impuri ty concentration, the ind'i rect threshol d qu'ite abruptly
s uppl ants the di rect i nterconducti on ban d threshol d whi ch

lies about 0.3 eV higher in energy (fig.2.ll). Since
the subtle changes in E2 invol ved might otherwise be

attri buted to overlapping background absorption or non-
I inear charges in band gaps, the point has some bearing
on the accuracy of determination of a1'l oy band gaps.

Indirect transitions involve a direct virtual
transition followed by scattering to the final state
(Bassani & Parravicini,.|975). Assuming that the matrix
element for direct transitions from the Fermi surface
to band 7* i s constant throuqhout the Bri I 1 ouin zone
one can show

w2eze+z(indirect) = Actlf;|ll' ri

compare d wi th

u2ezs+z(direct) = AJd

where Ji and Jd are the indirect and direct ioint density
of states and the scattering matri x el ement

vkk, = tTfu : 47 ev

*The bands are labelled in order of increasing energy
as for fig.2.l0.
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O-

w{-_-V
t tJ_ -Ril

Fig.2.ll Direct and indirect thresholds for interconduction band

transitions near L.
a)Direct transition threshold at energy Q*(fY)-f,
b) Indirect transition threshold LY-EF

The difference in energy of the final states is

Q+

EF

Q*-LY = (EF-12')mr/rn*
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in coppe? (Ziman, 1960). (note that the concentration
is incorrectly included in the matrix element in Ziman's
calculation.) AE is the difference in energy between
the final state and the intermediate vi rtual state -
inspection of band structure diagrams show that band 7

states are not more than 4 eV above Lr anywhere on the
Fermi surface - thus the bracketed factor i s of order
unity (or greater) even for I = l. An estimate of the
relative strengths of direct and indirect transition can
be made as fol'lows. Assuming for argument's sake that
AE - 4 eV and neglecting common factors in the indirect
and direct joint densities of states, one obtains

?

moT
5

ti7 =

u2ez(indirect) - for*r(Er)(ho - rllcz'

- roiltr, - Eo)'-.62 ez (di rect )

where the effecti ve masses, usi ng the notati on of Cooper
et al ( I 965 ) and masses obtai ned from band structure
ca'l cul ati ons (Janak et dl , 1975 ) , are

- Ei = Q.2 eV, n(Ep) = 0.?6 eV-r atom-r,
about 10 at% for I = 3, 23 at% for 7 = 2,
t. Th i s rough cal cu'l ati on shows at I east

transitions coul d wel I produce significant
s ubsti tuti ona'l a1 1oys.

2.4 Stra'in-0ptic Response

Macroscopi c descri ption
The effect of strai n on the opti cal properties of

materials is described by a complex fourth rank piezo-
optic tensor ul defined by:

mrun, ,r - r.8 mo*, 
'd* = (# frl-'(fu . ,h,* - 0.r5

c > (n tfil+ n(Er)(Eo - Ei)22)'

The i ndi rect con tri buti on wi I I exceed the di rect ;contri buti on

at a'l 'l energies when

whith, for Ed

corresponds to
93 at% for 7 =

that indirect
absorption in
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otij = wijt ttrt
Much of the for r owing discussion refers impr i ci ily to
on'ly the imaginary part of tr"i jk'l '

Thermodynami cs and crysial symmetry reduce the numberof independent components so that, in anarogy to the
gene ral i se d Hooke's r aw (Nye, 1g57 ), the tensor can
be reduced to a 6 x 6 matrix relating two pseudo-vectors,
with only three independent wijt t in the case of copper
and other materials of cubic slmmetry. The pseudotensor
then has the form: /Wr r

Wr z
l.'|rzwij = Wr,,*

lll,*,',

with zeroes in all unspecified components.

'uith 
the proper choice of strain directions andcrystal faces (Garfinkel et al

with polarised I ight on sing.le
pi ez o-opti c " constants,' .

The combination of crysta'r symmetry and strain
symmetry gives rise to selection rules which, for shearstrain of particular symmetry, require that there is
n0 shift in energy (apart from splitting of orbital
and spin degeneracies), and hence no piezo-optic resDonse
from states arong certain directions in k-space. A
tetragonal shear strain does not affect the degeneracy
of the body diagonars of a cube and thus does not perturb
states wi th k di rected ar ong L. Li kewi se face centres
and states along x are unaffected by tri gonar strain.
Table 2.2 summarises the serection rures and tensor
definitions.
Mi cros copi c des cri pti on

The intraband response is mainry of interest as
a gui de to the extrapo'lqtion of piezoref lectance data
in the infrared. For f ..
- o.05 ev to ;;; ,r;.rolro'rlr.rny,rj'l;:':;;:lirill'
due to intraband transitions is I _ R _ 2 -

,pr"Iso

l{rz Wtz
Wrr |rJrz
[r|r e }Jr r

,,. -)

, I 966 ) opti cai meas urements
crystals will yield these
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T;vpe._sf strain strain !_ensor

fr o rl
Hydrostatic fo t olelr

lo o rf

Table'2,2 Fiez,o-o nsor 'def i ni ti ons

HrOa = lrl11 t 2,lrl12

'Hr"i* = l,lr*

Utut=ltlrt-lltc

A or I translti'ons
a -orn X trqnsjtlons
All transftlons exeept

/l, L, a' X.

Trl,gonal

Tetra,gonnl

H,rr I 0

[rlr,* = 0
l.lrrf0

fo 1 rl
ll 0 ll._l, r ol"'

l-4 0 q

t ; -: ll'""

$irqnnetry rulcF

!il,r,r '- !{.re = 0

tJrr - Hr,e I 0

Dlrr *llre#0

and sele,etion rules.
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that

+B-(r-R)(#-+)
0nly the response to hydrostatic strain is siqnificant.
Since

, p = (4nne'/n*)%

and the dc resi sti vi ty

P = m*/ne2t ,

A,r*P 
= ,Lv anO 4I = Av _ A! ^Av

% 
- -2V qrru 

T V p -lV '

using data gi ven by Garfinkel et al ( 1 966) for the
vol ume dependence of the resistivity of copper. The

infrared piezoreflectance response for copper is then

AR
T / .hyd 0.03

Strain affects the interband contribution to
rr 0e2'- by perturbing both the transition matrix and joint

density of states. The ef fect on .JuO(ur) in the vi cinity
of a critical point is separable into a change in shape,
due to altered band curvatures, and a change in the cr'itica'l
energy Ec, due to relative motion of the bands. The

I atter contri buti on dominates stri ki ngly:

(tro)'Arrur"+ry * e

because the square root threshol d, in contrast to indi rect
threshol d whi ch al I have exponents greate r than uni ty,
produces a one-sided infinite discontinuity at Ec,
reduced when I i fetime-broadeni ng i s taken i nto account
to a finite response of the form (gatz, 1967)

- (tr,,r - Ec)-% !*t e

t
:+ = -* # - (2n)-4 elte-;-Ecl -
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The f unction F(X), shown in f i9.2.12, has the form

(x' + r)-t ((x' +t)k + x)t

The broadening parameter 1 is inversely proportional
to the lifetime of the state.

The strength and sense of the reponse is also
determined by the deforn:ation potentiat ffi A transi-
tion with weak associated structure in ez may be enhanced

relative to other transitions if it is more "sensitivB",
i .e. has I arget * Deformation potenti al s for energy
gaps of interest in copper, according to cal culations
by Davis et al (tg0S) and Juras and SegaIl (1973) ' are

gi ven in table 2.3. Pure shear strai n produces only
a spli tting of degenerate states with no overal I shi ft-

The predicted piezo-optic response of the critical
points in copper is summarised in table 2.4. Note that'
for Xs -+ Xu' transitions (d-1i ke states, transforming
as xy and xz '+ p-l i ke state, transforming as x) , the

matri x el ement i s non-zero only for the I i ght po1 ari sed

perpendicular to the k-vector of the states. This means

(Gerhardt, 1967) ttrat the ioint density of states 14r critical
point at Xu'- Xs increases in energy for positive "r=-

Fig.2.l3 shows the results from Gerhardt's (1967)

measurements on single crystals of copper, which exhibits
all these features. Thi s work, dltd the subsequent
linefitting of the inter-conduction band trigonal response
(Chen & Segall, 1976) clarified our understanding of the

opti cal properties of copper, provi di ng accurate assi gn-

ments of the transitions listed be'low.

Table 2.3

Critical point transition eneroies and deformation potentials

Deformation potential (eV)

Transition enerqy (eV) Pi ezorefl ectance

EF - Ltu

Xu' - Xs

Q*-Er

2.1 I 0,.l

4.0 r 0-l

4.261 0.02

5.04t 0.04

Theory

- 0.85

-22

- 5.0
-43

- 8.4
-10.8

D,,,

(D:
(Dvz:

(o:
(Dy.,

D: - 1.1 t 0.1

- 9.6 t 1.5
-72 t12

Lr - Lz'
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Fig .2.12 Derivative lineshape for copper from the experimental
measurenents of Gerhardt (1968).The change in the imaginary part
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Strain-opti c properties of thin fi lms

The structure of annea'led evaporated
fi lms is not usual ly isotropi c; on an amorphous substrate
such as glass, typical crystallites have a'lattice vector
of 'low order oriented normal to the substrate plane,
but are randornly oriented about thi s axi s. Commonly,
in the noble metal films the (lll ) and (to a lesser extent)
the (100) normal orientations are preferred, as confi rmed
by X-ray di ffraction studies reported on in Chapter 3.

The response measured in a piezoreflectance
experiment on a po'lycrystalline sample must necessarily
be comprised of a I inear combination of the independent
pi ezo-opti c co-effi ci ents ( conventi ona 1 ly the hydrostati c,
tetragonal and trigonal combinations of l^l.,, for cub'i c
materials) the details of which depend on the degree of
orientation ('texture') of the crystallites in the sample.
A cal cul ation of the I inear combination of the single
crystal co-efficients expected in the response from films
comprised entirely of (00.|) or (lll) oriented crystal'l ites
was made (see Appendices) for comparison with the experi-
mental piezoreflectance spectra in conjunction with
information about fi'lm texture obtained by X-ray diffraction.
The poor correlation found (see Chapter 4) indicates that
the inverslon of piezoreflectance measurements on films
to obtain the single crystal co-efficients would involve
an impractical amount of effort, requiring further independent
piezoreflectance measurements at ob1 ique inci dence or
using torsiona'l strain transducers and precise characterisa-
tion of the structure and elasti c properties of the fi lms.
However, a partjal separation of the contributing components
i s readi ly made ; because the hydrostati c component i s

isotropic the differences betrveen piezoreflectance responses
measured with different polarisation must consist of a

linear combination of the two single crystal shear co-
efficients on1y.
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SAI'IPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERISATION

3.'l Sample preparation
The samp'l es used i n these i n ves ti gat i on s we re opaq ue

films between 2000 and 3000; thick. Fi'tms were used in
preference to bul k samples because of the convenience of
preparation and the high quality surfaces which are readily
obtained on glass substrates. The thi ckness of the fi lms
and the average crysta'r rite size (both several thousand
angstroms ) were 1 arger than the penetration depth for I i ght
and the el ectron mean free path ( both I ess than several
hundred angstroms) so that the results are representative
of bul k properties. The penetration depth is large enough
(many atomic iayers) that'l ight probes the electronic structure
of the bu'l k material rather than the surface iayer.

The al loys were prepared by sirnul taneous vacuum evapora-
tion from separate sorvent and impurity sources. This method
had two advantages over evaporation from a single al 1oy source:
several al 1 oys coul d be produced at once and the concentration
coul d be di rectly control I ed. The pos i ti on of the sources
was exploited to produce simultaneously three sets of alloys
of different concentrations and a pure samp'le. This saves
materials and time. Further, any anomal ies in the properties
of the samples due to preparation conditions are likely to
be common to all four samples and would thus not be erroneously
attributed to the ef fects of a'l l oying.

The intrinsic directional variation of the flux from
usual sources is insufficient to produce sizeable differences
in concentration given the constraints on p'lacement of substrate
and sources in the vacuum system. Instead meshes interposed
between the impuri ty source and the substrates were used in
the configuration shown .in fig.3.l.

All sample positions were exposed to the solvent source,
and the substrates' positions were curved as shown to reduce
the variation in thickness of the samples due to angular
variation of the sol vent fl ux. For di I ute al loys the al loy
samples in the central positions h,ere about s0|/, thicker
than the pure sampl e - The pure posi ti on was mas ked from
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the impurity source; positions r and 2 were shadowed by
sections of mesh of different transmission; and position 3

was exposed. The sources, mesh and substrates were positioned
by sighting the sources from the substrates. The microbalance
sens0rs were sighted with a mi rror from the source posi tions
to confirm that the shutter and masks did not obstruct them.

The meshes had to be fine enough to avoid a speckled
pattern of impurity deposition at the substrates. A check
made by count'ing squares on graph paper for meshes of the
appropriate transmission showed, for instance, that the
maximum fluctuations are less than 2% if the source diameter
is more than l4x the mesh spacing. A typical source diameter
was 4 mmi larger soLtrces produced a large shadowing overlap
(see diagram) limiting the area of uniform deposition. In
fact the impurity source boat had to be selected with this
over'lap problem fn mind. Aluminium, for instance, tended
to wet the boat and form an extended source. In contrast,
the 1 arger the sol vent source the better for uni formi ty of
evaporation. copper mesh was used wi th a I ine spacing of
0.2 mm. The effects of speckl ing are thus unimportant especial ly
since (a) all measurements are averaged over an area of the
samp'le (?0 x 7.5 mm for differential reflectance, I x 7.s mm

for piezoreflectance) producing at most only a broadening
of the optl ca1 resul ts, an d ( b) vi brati on of the mesh hol der
caused by pumps in the laboratory had an amplitude at least
as i arge as the mesh spacing.

To obtain a good range of concentrations at one evapora-
tion the ideal transmissions of the two sections of mesh are
about 30 and 60%. All availabre commercial meshes had
transmissions in the 35 - zB% range. The high transparency
section was obtained by etching in di'l ute nitric acid.
The mesh was mounted in the frame in which it was to be

fixed in the vacuum system with all but the section to be

thinned protected by dipping in a wax resist. The progress
of the etching was checked by measuring the optical trans-
miss'ion. About 60% transmission was attainable.
Depos i ti on mon i tors

The rates of evaporation yrere monitored by crysta'l
microbalances (sloan Technology corporation). This is a
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commonly used technique in vacuum deposition (Glang, 1970).
The microbalance sensors were disc-shaped quartz crystals
which osci'l lated at about 5 MHz in a thickness shear mode.
0ne face was exposed to the source so that evaporated material
condensed on 'i t. The change in the period of osci I lation
(denoted by A) is proportional to the mass deposited. In
this case one microbalance - the alloy monitor - was exposed
to both sol vent and impuri ty sources, and another - the
impurity monitor - to the impurity source only. The system
was calibrated at each a'l 1oy evaporation as fo'l lows. (l) The
solvent only was evaporated. The ratio AilA3 (i = impurity,
a = a1loy) established how wel'l the impurity monitor was
masked from the sol vent source. This was always < l0-3
so that correcti ons were unnecessary. (2) The impuri ty
only was evaporated. The ratio A = Ai/A6 for this deposition
allows one to deduce !he mass deposited at the alloy monitor
from that measured at the impuri ty monitor. The constancy
of A depends on the stability of the configuration of the
impuri ty source, so j t was measured immed'iately before and
after an alloy depos'i tion. The'impurity monitor is nrounted
closer to the source than the substrates or a1'loy monitor
in order to improve the sensitivity of the rate measurement -
especial'ly for d'il ute a1i oys and 1i ght impuriti es s uch as
al umini um. The ratio A was usual ly about 2.2.

The concentration is gi ven from the changes in period
measured during the evaporation by c = li (Ara. + ('l - r)Ai )-t
where r is the ratio of the impurity atomic weight to the
sol vent atomic weight. The concentration so obtained is
least rel iab'le for the middle samples (alloys 'l and 2 in
the figure) because the transmi ssion of the meshes and the
angular variation of the impurity flux (a variety of evapora-
tlon boats and charge configurations were necessarily used)
were difficult to estimate.
Substrates

The

3x3x42
of the four

The

substrates were two l " diameter discs and one

mm rod which were mounted for deposition at each
sampl e stages.

discs were of various materia'ls: polished Vycor
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(hlSh si'l ica glass), BAK 50 optical glass and ordinary float
glass. The latter substrates were not polished but were cer-
tainly smooth enough to g'ive oood qua'l ity films. The rods
urere extruded fused silica polished on one long face.

The c'leaning of the substrates was most important - i f
they were not clean a flawed, non-uniform deposit resulted.
A variety of substrate cleaning nrethods was used. The simplest
of methods (breathing on the olass and po'l ishing with a tissue)
often gave good resul ts and the most stringent methods occasional ly
fai 1 ed! The basi c procedure used was:
I Swab with acetone, transfer to glass racks (substrates

mounted so they drain freely).
2 lmmerse in hot Decon solution, use u'l trasonfc bath (- l0 min.).
3 Thoroughly rinse jn hot water using ultrasoni c bath.
4 Place in isopropyl alcohol vapour degreaser (leaves no

drying marks).
5 Inspect under a strong 1 i ght agai nst a dark background.

If necessary wipe with tissues and repeat degreasing.
Vacuum system

The vacuum system was a Varian FC-'l 2E 12" bell-iar system
with five 40 li/sec ion pumps, a titanium sublimation pump,

liquid nitrogen cryoarray, rough pumped by two sorption pumps.

The substrates were mounted on sample stages about 25 cm

above the sources. Each consisted of a 4 x 6 cm copper p'late,
to whi ch the substrates were f i xed, backed by an al umi ni um shie'l d

enclosing an annealing heater - a 240 w quartz halogen proiector
lamp wi th bars prong connectors (no cerami cs to outgas ). I ron-
constantan thermocoupl es moni tored the temperature of the pure

and middle alloy stages.
A shutter was used to cover the substrates during outgassing

and estab'l ishment of the correct rates and to end deposition
on the substrates when the reoui red thickness was obtained.
It was a trapdoor type, counterbalanced to keep it either open

or shut, dnd swi tched by a one-second current impul se through
a solenoid.
So urces

The sources were heated
gun and joule-heated tungsten

by two methods: a 2 kw electron
boats of various desiqns. The
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electron gun vras used for the hi gher temperature sources and
was preferred for the sol vent because it performed best with
a large charge of material. To obtain high rates of evaporation
with copper in the e'lectron gun the charge was thermally insu'lated
f rom the hearth by a 6 mm ci rcle of tanta'l um sheet. Evaporation
boats were usually conditioned in a diffusion-punped vacuum system
to allow the charge to stabili se and to check the angular variation
of the evaporation rate. Enclosed boats with small apertures
were used in some cases to limit effective source size so that
the meshes cou'l d be properly al igned. some information about
the sources used i s s ummari sed i n tab'le 3..| .

Deposi tion
Automati c control of the evaporati ons was poss ibl e using

Sl oan di gi ta1 deposi ti on control I ers whi ch coul d be programmed
to maintain the requi red rates of deposition, measured by the
rate of change of microbalance oscillator period, by feedback
control of the electron gun and boat currents. These worked
well with the electron gun but the limited range of feedback
loop gains meant that it was difficult to avoid unstab'le evaporation
from the boats. In most cases it was better to control the
boat current manually. A chart recorder trace of the impurity
and alloy rates during the evaporation was made as a check on
the variation of composition with depth.

A typi cal pump-down /evaporation procedure was as fol lows.
From atmospheric pressure one sorption pump was used with the
val ve only partly opened and was cl osed off immedi ate'ly the
streaming phase of pumping was finished to prevent noble gases,
which are not retained in the sorption pump, from diffusing
back into the system. The second sorption pump was used for
several hours while anneal ing heaters, boat and a heater winding
around the vacuum chamber were heated gently and then al'lowed
to cool to thorough'ly outgas the chamber. 0n openi ng the poppet
val ve to the pumping chamber the pressure dropped immediately
to about 5.10-7 torr as measured by the ion pump current.

Three hours'use of the titanium subrimation pump - with
the current and duty cycle adjusted to give maximum pumping rate,
with the least possible heating and titanium consumption, with
the help of a chart recorder output of the pressure - reduced
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Table 3.1 Vacuun evaporation sources

Ilateri al

Cu

tungsten boat with
alumina border
s35B-40*

lid
s26

alumina coated 907
molybdenum boat
S9A-AO

742

electron gun 1167

Comments

alumina border prevents
migration of charge
to ends of boat

with tungsten,
attacks alunina

Source Te+

electrongun 1017 thermalinsulationpad

7n

AI

In

Ge

slotted tantalum 25A sublimes
tube
modified SlTB

Tungsten boat with '1010 wets and alloys

Ga

+Temperature in "C at which vapour pressure - '10-4 torr.
*Catalogue numbers of RD Mathis Co., Long Beach, Californi'a.
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wi th
I

the pressure to about 5.10-e torr. During the latter part of
pumpi ng boat and el ectron gun charges were mel ted and outgassed,
and the cryoarray filled with liquid nitrogen. The ca'l ibration
evaporations were performed followed by the alloy deposition
with the pressure typically in the '10-7 - l0-5 torr range and
the rate of deposition usuaily about loi/sec. The substrates
vvere at room temperature or s1 i ghtly above.
Annealing

Immediately after deposition the samples were annealed
the i ntent of:
Improving the perfectfon of the film by removing defects
and promoting cr-vstal growth." The crystallites increase
in size from - .|00 to - 1000 A in size.
Slowing deterioration of the film in atmosphere by presenting
a less porous medium for the diffusion of oxygen,

3 Homogeni zi ng the .al I oys.
Varj ations i n the rate of evaporation from the two sources

during the evaporation caused variatfons in the concentration
of the a1'loy r^rith depth. It was important that the surface
1 ayer sampl ed by 1 i ght had an effecti ve concentrati on cl ose to
the average concentration of the sample. The mi crobal ance
rate records suggested that in al I but one evaporation, the
surface composition di ffered by only a few percent from the
bulk composition. Appropriate annealing should reduce this
difference to a negligible 'level, but annealing at too high a

temperature wi 1 I cause surface roughening making the sample
useless for optica'l measurements. As an example, for Ga in
Cu (D^ = 0.55 cm2 s-r, AH = 46 kcal mo'le-r) one estimates the'o
di ffusion length /m (see e.g. shewmon, .l963) on anneal ing at
375" for l5 minutes is about 40 A. The actual distance is
certainly larger because the finite concentration and hiqh defect
and grain boundary density in the samples act to accelerate
inter-diffusion. The temperature beyond which roughening occurs
is quite unpredi ctable and depends sensi ti vely on the surface
condition of the substrate, judging from experience in the
laboratory.

Resistivity measurements are a common method of monitoring
annealing as the residual resistivity drops as vacancies and
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grain boundaries migrate and interdi ffusion occurs. Four-point
resistance measurements in vacuo were inconvenient so anneal ing
temperatures found to be suitable in other studies in the laboratory
and el sewhere were used (chopra et dl , 1977) . The standard
annealing was 20 minutes at 200"C for copper and 350-400'for
alloys. The cu-In samples, which possibly exceeded the eoui-
'l ibrium solubility I jmjt of In in cu (- 1 at% at room tempera-
ture, 'l 'l at% at 575oC: Hansen, l95B), were not annealed jn
order to retain the extended solubility range commonly associated
wi th vapour quenched fi lms. The Cu-In piezoreflectance measure-
ments were repeated after annea'l ing.

As a check on thei r homogene i ty, sampl es wi th s uspected
variation of composi tion wi th depth were re-annealed at 500oc
(/DT for Ga - 700 A) and showed neg'l igible shifts in the piezo-
opti ca1 structure most sensi tj ve to al loy concentration.

3.2 Sampl e Characteri sati on

For our present purpose - basi ca1 iy the determination
of various energy gaps as a function of alloy concentration
an accurate knowledge of the concentration of the samples is
equa'l ly as important as obtaining reliab'le optical measurements.
The methods used for determining the concentration of the films
were restri cted by the smal I amount of sample avai labl e

typi ca'l 1y I0- 3g. The techni ques used were res j sti v'i ty measure-
ments, X-ray diffraction rneasurements of the alloy lattice constants,
and X-ray fl uorescence. These are descri bed in turn and the
resul ts for al I methods presented in summary.

Structural information about the samples was also relevant
to the piezo-optical studies and this was mainly obtained by
X- ray di ffracti on.
Resi sti vi ty

In dilute binary solid solutions the relationship
Palloy = Ppure + Pirpurity + gdefects is found to hold, where
the residual resistivity due to the impurity is related to the
concentration by I irpurity - cdpi + c2d'p.1 + Data for
bulk pure copper and al1oys are given in table 3.2.

Four-point resistance measurements were made on the fi lms
on piezoref'lectance substrates using a frame with voltage contacts
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20 mm apart which could be moved along the edge of the film.
Resistances were in the 0.5-3.5 O range and were reproducib'le
to better than 1%. The main di fficulty was in determining the
sample thickness. The most accurate direct method available
in the laboratory for films in this thickness range was multiple
beam interferometry - a Sloan A-scope was used. Accuracy better
than tl00 i uuus difficult to obtain however. A few film thick-
nesses were measured in this way but a more convenient indirect
method was to estimate relative film thicknesses from X-ray
fl uorescence measurements of the copper concentration, normal ising
resistances and thicknesses to those of the pure samples (see

Appendices). The fluorescence measurements are described in
a later section. They gave an average thickness at a single
measurement, wi th molybdenum masks def in'ing an appropriate section
of samp'le, and were capable of precision better than 1%. In
the di'l ute range the unce rtai nty i n compos j ti on was between
0.5 and 1 at% 7n and proport'ionate'ly less for the other impurities
with higher residual resistivit'ies. The resistivities of
the various annealed pure films (tnicknesses inferred from
A-scope meas urements ) were a1 I 1 a rger than the bul k val ue and

varied over a considerable range (2.05-?.65 u0 cm) despite their
s imi I ar hi stori es. Thi s excess resi sti vi ty may ari se from
size effects - scattering at s urfaces and grai n boundari es -
and from vacancies, other defects, and gas adsorption, The

si ze ef fects shoul d be proporti onal to the ratio of e'lectron
mean free path (about 300 A in pure copper at 300'K) to film
thickness or grain size, amounting to * + rbulk for diffuse'ly
scattering surfaces (see Chopra, .|969). This impl ies about
a maximum 5% surface scattering correction in a typical pure

sampl e - not enough to account for al'l the excess res j sti vi ty.
Defect residual resistivity in alloy films tends to increase
with impurity concentration and may amount to 2-3 uQ cm (Chopra

et dl, 1977). There i s no guarantee that the defect resi dual
resjst'i vity js removed by annealing to the same extent in a'l I

samples. A defect contribution to the residual resistivity
larger in the alloys than in the pure sample vrou'l d produce an

over-estimate of the concentration.
Further, the res ul ts at concentrations beyond about 5 at%
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Table 3.2

Sol qte

7n

AI

Ga

In

6e

Resistivity of
I
2

3

4

5

N. B.

28 and l4S

0p(uQem at$-r)

0.25

1.10, 0.95

t.2s
1 .05

3.8

-d'pl6p(at l )

0.023

0.032

0.024

0.032

Residual resistlv erence data fo
copper ba,sed aI I oys

Ref.

l,5
2r3
1

4
't

pure Cu at lSoC = 1.67 UOcm

Crisp and Henr;r [l9ZB)
Co'leridge (1975) (dilute limit only).
Blatt (1968)

Linde (1932)

Biondi and Rayne (19,59)

Linde's values for Zn and Ga are re,spectively
higher than found, in more recent studies

Table 3.3

Sol ute

7n

A1

Ga

In

Ge

Uncertainty

3 .6147 A.

# * 0.003

Lattice constant chqnge

# tto-'fi/atz)
2.15

2.41

2.88
9.45

3.36

(111) Iine shift

ff (a.s/at%l

0.a27

0.030

0.036

0.1lg
0.042

Lattice constant reference data fon coppef
based aI I oys [f r"on pearson, l 96B)

tr 5* - t0.05. pure Cu lattice constant at 20"C:

_Quadratic terrns negligible except for Zn fo-r which

# tt*-' -
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may be affected by ordering
i n the o-phase of severa'l o

Latti ce constants

effects which are known to occur
f these al Ioy systems (Hansen, I 959)

In al I the al loys studied the impuri ty causes exDansion
of the coppe r I atti ce. The I i terature data ( for anneal ed bul k
fllings) is summarised in table 3.3. The lattice constants
of the fi lms were determined by x-ray di ffractfon using a

Philips diffractometer with a curved crystal graphite mono-
chromator, copper Ko radiation, and proportional counter.
In a di ffractometer the detector and sampl e surface are maintained
in a ref'lection-like geometry so that diffracted radiation
is detected at an angle equal to the angle of incidence of
the x-rays on the sampl e. Thus the only crystal p1 anes con-
tributing to the measurement are those lying paral 1 el to the
plane of the substrate, and the angular position of the line
determines the I attice dimension normal to the substrate.
All of the sample films had a (il1) texture - the crystallites
were preferentially oriented with the close-packed (lll ) planes
parallel to the substrate. Thus the (ttt; diffraction lines
h,ere much stronger than the (200) and other lines and they
alone were used for determining latti ce constants. Substrates
were hel d in a three-point mount c'lamped on the di ff ractometer
spindl e- 0nly the substrates, and not the hol der, were shi fted
between measurements to avoid alterjng the al ignment. The
di ffractometer was programmed to make point-by-point counts,
l0 seconds per point, over a range of ?" centred on the peak
at intervals of 0.0.lo over the peak. Angle, counts and time
were output on paper tape. F. programme was written for the
PDP-'l 5 computer to display the I ine prof ile for a visual check,
subtract a I inear background and cal cul ate the centroi d of the
I ine-shape which was taken as the most rel iable measure of
angular position (vassamillet & King,1967). Typical results
are shown in fig.3.2a. For most of the samples reproducibility
was limited to about 0.006" ze by unavoidable variations in
mounting the substrate in the holder but for samples with weaker
(11.|) lines counting uncertainties limited precision to about
0.0.| "2e. A ca'l i brati on of the di ff ra ctomete r was not attempted -
shifts were all measured relati ve to the peak position for the
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pure copper fi lms. This has the advantage that any change

in lattice constant due to strain in the films is likely to
be similar in pure and al'loy samples and so will be cancelled
out. The possibility of strains large enough to significantly
affect the results cannot be discounted however. Comparison

of X-ray diffractlon measurements on some alloy films
immediately after deposition and after anneal ing showed a

shift of the (lll) line to larger 2e angles by up to 0.lo
this is equivalent to the effect of several at% of impurity.
Di f ferences between pure and al'l oy samples in any resi dual
strain after annealing will produce an error.
X-ray fl uorescence

When an atom is excited by absorbing an X-ray it
may return to i ts ground state by emi tting fl uorescent
radiation at an energy characteristic of the element.
The intensity of the fluorescent radiation g'ives a direct
meas ure o f the concentrati on o f the el ement p rovi ded

account is taken of the effects of absorption of the

exciting and fluorescent radiation. In the case of
thi n fi I rn sampl es , these co rre cti ons may be smal I . An

X-ray f'l uorescent system with monoenergetic exciting
radiation was used so that the dependence on atomj c number

of the efficiency of excitation and detection of fluores-
cent radiation was amenab'le to cal culation (Giaque et dl ,

1973). Some thin film standards of known concentration
were al so prepared for compari son. The system uti I i sed

molybdenum Ko and Kg exciting radiation with sample

incidence and emergence angles of about 45". An 0rtec
Si (Li ) detector and 6240A mul ti chann el pu'l se-hei ght

analyser were used.

The concentration i s obtai ned from the rel ati ve

intensit'ies of the Ko'l ines for copper and the impurity;

c = q#-q
where ki gives the excitation and detectjon efficiency
per mole for the impurity relative to copper' obtained
by interpolation from data given by Giaque et al (1973)
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and from measurement on standards of known concentration

E'lement:

kj Interpolated:
Standards:

Ko energy (kev)

KU energy (kev)

Cu

'l .00

8.04

8.90

7n

1.?3

8.63

9.57

Ga

'l .46

1.4910.03

9.24
.|0. 

26

Ge

I .70

I . 9110. 02

9.8,7

10. 97

Data for the aluminium Ko fluorescence at 'l .49 kev and

indiurn L fluorescence lines around 3.3 kev could not
0,

be obtained. In both cases the efficiency of excitation
is low, absorption effects are 1arge, and no measurable
sol ute fl uorescence was detected in the samples. The

zinc and gallium Ko lines overlapped the copper Kg line
(representative spectra are shown in fig.3.2b). The

Ko contribution was removed by subtracting a pure copper
F

Ko profile normalised to the K^ intensity. CorrectionsEO
for the absorption of the Ga and Ge f'l uorescent radiation
by copper V were sign i fi canto amounting to up to 5%

i n the thi cker Cu Ga al 1 oys. Mass absorption coeffi cients
were obtai ned f rom .lenki ns and de Vr j es ( 1967) . The

production of the thin fi'lm standards represents a new

application of the crystal microbalance: a 'layer of
copper and of the impurity each - 500 A thick were
deposited on the sensor crystals with the mass measur-
able to a precision of a few parts in 103 - and the
film on the crystal used as a standard. Because Zn

condenses errati cal'ly at room temperature a Cu-Zn
standard coul d not be prepared.
Summary of results

It is important to recal I the I imitations of each
of the methods before comparing results, Resistiyity
meas urements may be affected by defect resi dual resi sti vi ty.
Latti ce constant measurernents may be af fected by stra'ins
in the fi lms. X-ray fl uorescence was not appl i cabl e
to Al and In and rel'ied on interpolated data for absolute
7n concentrations. The concentrations according to the
crystal microbalance (see discussion of yacuum system)

shoul d have apprOximated those of the most concentrated
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alloy prepared at each evaporation but, apparenily due
to the rapid decrease of frux from the erectron gun at
obl ique angles, gave concentrati ons 30 -60% r arger than
the other methods.

The results may be summarised as forrows. For
the 7n and Ge al'loys al l three methods were used. The
x-ray fl uorescence and di ffraction measurements were
i n good agreement, wi th 0.6 at% Zn and 0,3 at% Ge standard
deviation between the results obtained by the different
methods- This is consistent wi th a combination of
0.0.| o uncertai nty in di ffraction I ine posi tion and
fluorescence counting errors and establishes the accuracy
of the diffraction method for well annealed films.
Resistivity measurements for aiioys of less than s at%
were in agreement with the results of the other methods
to withjn experimental errors, with the exception of
cu-In. The departures for hi gher concentrations are
attributable to residual resistivity, due to defects
not removed by annealing, of less than I uCI cm or to
devi ations from the simple quadrati c dependence of the
impurity resistivity.

The resistivity resu'l ts for the three cu-In alloys
suggested concentrations uni formly three tirnes larger
than the I att i ce constan t res ul ts . Apa rt from the
possibility of an error in the bulk resistivity data
it is possible that segregation of the alloys had occurred.
The solubility of In in cu has a maximum of about 'l 0.5 at%
at 575" c decreasing to about I at% at 100"c (Hansen,
1958). The most concentrated sample was 1.25 and 3.g at%
according to lattice constant and resistivity measure-
ments respectively. The mjcrobalance, with allowance
for overestimate, suggeste d 2.0 at%. These results
might be explained by a 2 at% a11oy with ress than 3%

of its vo'l ume composed of the C_phase CueIn,.. Such a
preclpitate was not evi dent in X-ray or electron di ffraction
but this is not surprising considering the small proportion
postulated, hardly enough to affect the optica'l resu'lts.
1n either case, the lattice constant composition is
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1 i kely to be most appropri ate.
In summary, the composi tions gi ven for the al I oys

in a'l 'l following discussion are those from x-ray f luores-
cence measurements for 7n, Ga and Ge and from X-ray
di f f raction for A'l and In. The un ce rta i n ty i n con cen tra -
tion ranges from A.2 to 0.5 at% - the uncertainty in
the relative concentrations for a given system are, in
some cases, signifi cantly less.
Fi lm structure

The structure of a film - by which one means the
distrjbution of crystallite size, shape, and crystallo-
graphic orientation with respect to the substrate (texture)
has some bearing on i ts opti cal properties. The stati c

optical properties of cubic materials are affected only
in the limit of small grain size and high defect con-
centration by broadeni.ng and regions of weak anornal ous
absorption (Hunderi, I 979) The texture of the samples
has no i n fl uen ce.

The piezo-optical properties are dependent on crystar
orientation and hence on film texture. This was evident
in the variation in piezoref 'lectance spectra for di f ferent
pure c0pper samp'les and in changes produced in a'l loy
samples by annealing. 0ne of the difficu'l ties in
interpreting piezoreflectance measurements on polycrystal I ine
samples is the possible confusion between changes due
solely to alloying and changes due to variation in the
texture of the samp'l es. The correlation of fi lm structure,
as measured by X-ray diffraction, with piezoreflectance
resu'lts can provide information to assist in distinguishing
between the two effects.

The wi dth of an X-ray di ffraction I ine i s rel ated
to the average grain s ize of the sampl e.
broadening s'in excess of instrumental broadening produced
by a crystallite of size D (measured normal to the substrate
in the diffractometer configuration) diffracting radjation

The I ine

Theof wavelength f by an angle 20 is U = D**-[]-..
Scherrer constant K is c'l ose to unity. A broadening
of the (1ll) line by O.l" corresponds to D - '1000 A.
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In some alloy films measured before annealing, D was typicrlly
200 A, 'l ess in al loys of hi gher concentration. In annealed
pure copper films and most of the alloys D was measured to
be close to the thi ckness of the f i'lm. In a few of the more

concentrated aIloys after annealing at 375oC D remained as

low as 300 A.

The relative strength of the (hkl) diffraction line,
norma'l i sed to a standard sampl e thi ckness, gi ves a measure
of the fraction of the sample in crystallites with (nft1 planes
paral I el to the substrate. In a sample wi th no texture the
line strengths should be in the ratio (l1l):(200):(?20) = 100:46:?C
(Powder Diffraction File). A check on a powder sample gave
.|00:38:.|9, in fair agreement, given the difficulty of preparing
an unori ented powder sampl e.

The measurements showed primarily that film texture is
a hi ghly variabl e property. To begin with, the alloy samPles

of a given.composition on the disc and rob substrates, prepared
simultaneously under identical conditions, differed in texture,
as measured by the (200):(ll'l ) ratio, by up to a factor of
two. 0ver al'l the samples measured the strength of the (l I I )

line normalised to sample thicknessn varied by a factor of about
30. Samples produced at the same evaporation showed much

I ess variation - up to three-fol d. The (200):('l ll) ratio
was typically about 0.'|5, i.e. compared with an untextured
sample the ('l ll ) orientation v.las relatively about 300% more

abundant than the (ZOO) orientation. The ratio ranged from
0.3 to 0.01 - in some cases this rvas due to a weak (200) line,
in others to a very strong (ll'l ) texture. The (200) line
was even weaker, often escaping detection. The definite
order of orientation preference: ('l 'l I ), (ZOO), (220) was

invariable. Generally the texture was least in films with
smal I er average grain si ze.

Some speci fic cases of correlation of this structural
infonmation with piezoreflectance are discussed in the following
chapter.
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OPT I CAL 1.'!EASUREMENTS

The object of the experimental work has been to
obtai n (trrrr) 2lez sp€ctra f rom pi ezoref lectance meas ure-
ments on a number of alloy samples of accurately known

concentrati on.
The basic optical data required are the reflectivity

and piezoreflectan.. {B spectra for each ai 1oy. In
thi s work the al 1 oy refl ecti vi ty has been deri ved frorn
the refl ecti vi ty of a pure sampl e and the ouanti ty

^ = lRpure - Ralloy)
(Rpure + Ralloy)

which is di rectly measured using a di fferential reflecto-
meter (Beagl ehol e, '1968) 

.
a

The reasons for usinq this
procedure rather than a di rect measurement of the a1 loy
reflectivity will be made clear in the discussion of
the reflectometer in the following sections. A.lso,
an appropriate choice of extrapolation for the R data
in the Kramers-Kronig transform (see 2.3) at high energies
i s gui ded by independent measurements of the opti cal
constants. An angle-of-incidence modulation technique
(Hunderi, 1972) was used to obtain these. The three
systems constructed to perform these measurements are
described in this chapter. Some details of possible
interest to future users of the systems are left to the
appendi ces.

Fi nal ly, i t i s emphas i sed that the opti cal measure-
ments are to be used to determine transition energies;
systernati c errors can be tol erated so 1 ong as they do

not appreciably shi ft the apparent transitjon energies.

4. I Piezoreflectance
0ptical system

The optical system is shown in fig.4.l. This
simpl e configuration i s common to many modul ated refl ec-
tance systems . Li ght from the source i s focused i n
turn on nonochromator sl i ts, sampl e, and detector.
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The source was a 75-watt high pressure xenon short
arc I amp i n f used qua rtz enve'lope. Its output i s a

continuum with some broad lines extending from the near
IR to 240 nm. The monochromator v',as a Spex 1670 l'linimate.
Its t.4 optics alIow a large solid ang'le of the Iamp

output to be condensed on the entrance slit. The slits
used r^rere 1.25 mm wide giving a resolution (futl width
at half maximum of a narrow spectral lamp line) of about
4.5 r'l1ll, which corresponds to almost 0.02 dV at 2.25 eV.

A1 I mi rrors i n the system had vacuum evaporated
front surface coatings of alumini um. The angle of
i nci dence at the sampl e was I 0o.

The po1 ari ser was Pol acoat I 05 UV polari sed coati ng

(3M 0ptical Products Division) on a -f-" thick ouartz
substrate. Its polarising properties are given in the
appendices. Correctjon. for the low extinction ratio from
3.5-4.5 eV is considered later.

The detector was an EMI 9558q photornul tip'l ier tube
wi th S-20 response characteri sti c. l,lhereas the source
limited the useful ultraviolet range to - 250 nm the
low quantum efficiency of the photomultipl ier imposed
a I imi t at about 800 nm in the infrared. A scatterplate
was used to gi ve di f f use i l'l umi nati on of the detector
to m'inimise error signa'l s caused by any motion of the
1 i ght beam combined with spatial variation in the sensi-
tivity of the detector. Such inhomogeneities may be

due to variation in the sensitivity of the photocathode
or to 1 i ght transmi tted through the photocathode bei ng

scattered frorn the dynodes within (Gerhardt, I 967).
The scatterpl ate b,as I mm thi ck f used quartz 1i ght'ly
ground on both s urfaces wi th 800 mesh si I j con carbi de

powder. It reduced the detected intensi ty by about 50%.

Strain transducer
The strain transducer (fi 9.4.2 ) vras a composite

osci I I ator dri ven at resonance, formed by two pi ezo-
electric quartz crystals (-.|8.5' x-cut o quartz, dimensions
3 x 3 x 38 mm) sandwiching the sample substrate, which

was a fused quartz rod (3 x 3 x 42 mm) with the sample
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Drive crystal

Fused quartz substrate

Sample film

Gauge crystal

Nichrome wires to support
assembly and contact

transducers.

Composi te crvsta'l osci'll ator - showi ng I ongi tudi nal strai n
distribution in assenbl v-

phosphor-bronze
gal I ows

screw for electrical contact
and gal lows tension 

-)
access channel for application{
of silver paint to contacts

oscillator assembly
(viewed end-on)

\ anchor points for
w'ires

.v
perspex block /

Fnd-on view of qallows used to supoort the composite assemblv.

nichrome wires

Fig.4.2 Pi ezoref I ectance stra'i n transducer.
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film deposited on one face. The composi te osci I I ator
had several advantages over transducers used previously
wlth evaporated films (Garfinkel et dl, 1966) which
contri bute to reduci ng systemati c errors. The s ubstrate
had a high quality optical finish and could be demounted
for cleaning and sample preparation. The hi gh resonant
frequency (- 68 kHz) and symmetry of the assembly (at
the s upport poi nts there i s no I ateral di spl acement)
minimised vibration of the sample and optica'l components.

The components were cemented wi th a oui ck-setti ng

cyanoacryl ate adhesi ve. The point could be broken by
fl exi ng over an edge when demounti ng. Electrodes of
conductive silver paint on the transducers were contacted
by fine wire supports kept under tension by phosphor
bronze "gal1ows". 0ne of the crysta'l s - the "drive"
crystal - had an a.c. voltage applied by an oscillator
circuit and from the'yoltage deve'loped across the other -
the "gauge" crystal - the strain developed in the assembly
could be calculated. The gauge crystal also provided
a frequency reference for synchronous detection and the
feedback vol tage for the dri ve osci I I ator (cl osed I oop

crystal driver, manufactured by Sol id State Equipment Ltd.
Lower Hutt, f,lZ) which varies the driye voltage to maintain
the gauge voltage at a constant leyel, The strain in
the transducer is a standing wave wjth the longitudinal
strain amplitude in the substrate given by (noUinson &

Edgar,1974)

orr - 3..l0-s Vg

where Vg i s the rms gauge vol tage and the numeri cal factor
invol ves the djmensions and properties of the components
(see Appendi ces for detai I s ) . The transverse strai ns

are related to the longitudinal strain by Poisson's ratio:

?zz = €33 = -u€r I (u = 0..|7 for fused quartz).

Shear strains are
and dimensions.

e for transducers of this cut
experimental strain.yras about

neg'l igibl
A typi ca'l
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3.10-". At strains exceeding l0-3 the transducers
are I i abl e to sha tter.

The spatial variation of the strain and finite image

size imply that the effective strain sampled by the beam

is smal ler than the maximum. For the dimensions here
the reducti on i s 1%.

Electronics
Fig.4.3 shows the electronic instrumentation schema-

tical'ly. Strain induced modulation of the reflectance
of arnpl itude fr& nroduces a corresponding fractiona'l

ATvariation f of the photomultiplier anode current.
In thi s experiment the average current I was hel d constant
so that the a . c. current synchronous wi th the strai n

modulation, detected using a lock-in amplifier, gave $ airectly.
Lock-in amplifiers operate b-v rnultiol.ying the input voltage
by a square wave at the reference frequency, obtained in
this case from the gauge crystal. 0n1y that part of the
input coherent with the reference contributes to the d.c.
part of the output and so an RC integrating filter on the
output can produce a very narrow effecti ve band pass. The

average anode current was held at l0 uA to better than l0-3
precision by a feedback circuit comprising an error arnplifier
and programmabl e hi gh vo1 tage s upply whi ch orovi ded automati c

control of the photomu'l tiplier gain. The gain control time
constant was I0- 3sec so that the 68 kHz modu'l ation was not
attenuated. The absol ute preci sion " €Xc1 uding noi se, of
the strain normalised fractional reflectance chang. * +8,
i.e. the calibration of the system, was of the order of a

few percent. The spectrum was scanned continuously and

the data recorded on an X-Y recorder with the X input derived
from a potenti ometer meshed wi th the monochromator dri ve shaft.
Since data was read directly from the graph paoer at a resolution
of 20 nm/inch care was taken to ensure that the scale was

I i near and free from dri ft The re co rde r va ri ab'l e ga i n

was insufficiently sensitive for range adjustrnents so external
potenti ornete rs were used f or thi s To record a 600 nm spectral
range for both po1 ari sati ons took al most two hours with optimum

time constan.ts (see Appendices).
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Accuracy

ty

ra

Noise: A typical experirnental trace is shown in
fi 9.4.1. The shot noise of the photoelectron current
f rom the photomultipl ier imposed a 'l imit on the Precision
of the piezoreflectance measurements, as was obvfous from
the increased noise at wavelengths where the intensity
was low. The ratio of rms noise to d.c. photomultiplier
current ranged from about 2..|0-6 to 2..|0-s for a 3 sec

time constant [0.08 Hz bandwi dth ) .
Stray light: As the ultravio'let limit of the'lamp

spectrum is approached a signifjcant fraction of the light
i ntensi ty i s contri buted by stray 1 i ght scattered from the
grating wi th a spectra'l distri bution simi lar to that of
the source. I t was a constant background throughout the
u I travi ol et as far as coul d be ascerta i ned us i ng 1 ong pass

fi I ters at the monochromator entrance sl i t to bl ock the

'true' 1 i ght and, of course, that part of the scattered 1 i ght

ori gi nati ng outsi de the fi I ter pass band. Dark current
was negl igible. Corrections were made as detai'led in the
appendices. The corrections were quite'large in the ultra-
violet - up to 50% at 4.5 eV increasing rapidly towards

5 eV. An independent check on their accuracy was made

with point-by-Point measurements using a deuterium arc
source with a lock-in time constant of 30 sec. This source

gave 1 i tt'le stray I i ght i n the ul travi ol et but was not
suitable for routine use because its low intensity led to
unacceptab'le noi se 'leve'l s. The deuteri um arc and corrected
xenon arc results agreed to within the 5% experimental uncertain

Polarisation: corrections for imperfect polari'sation
can be made (see Appendices) provided that kz/kt - the
ratio of po'lariser transmittance for light polarised per-
pendicular and parallel to the polariser axis and Il/Ill -
the ratJo of the intensities of each polarisation - are known-

( I I /I ll varies markedly through the spectrum because of the

pof.ri'sing properties of the monochromator grating. ) The

corrections, i'l lustrated later in this chapter, were s'ignifi-
cant only for transverse polarisation ['l ight po'lari.sed per-
pend'i cul ar to the t ongi tud'inal strai n axi s ) over a I imi ted spec-

tra'l range and, i n f act, were not general'ly appl i ed to the spect

spurious modulation: variation in the light intensity
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caused by motion of the sample, optical components or light
beam synchronous with the strain nodul ation wi I I produce an

error si gnal . Any response at energies we'l I below the inter-
band threshold in copper is clearly due to such errors since
an insignificant response is expected in the infrared, < 5.10-3
of the magnitude of the threshold feature - see Chapter 2.4.
The measurements of Garfinkel et al (1966) on copper show

a wavelength-dependent error si gnal of the same magnitude
as the threshol d feature.

As mentioned earl ier, the use of the composite osci I lator
strain transducer and the scatterpl ate were features of the
present experiment which acted to reduce error signals by
minimising vibration of the apparatus and sample surface,
and thei r effect at the detector. Neyertheless a smal I
error signal was observab'le with most samples. The signal
at vrave'lengths 'l onger than about 600 nm was constant but non-
zero. its magnitude was less than 1% of the largest features
in the spectrum in almost al'l cases. Its dependence on

sample condition and on al ignment suggested it uras caused
by a combination of 'l ateral and tilting motions of the sample
and that i t was 1 argely independent of wavelength. The
procedure vras adopted of subtracting the constant requi red
to ad-iust the infrared signal to zero from each spectrum.
Because of the smallness of the offset the effect on the
results is insignificant,

4.2 Di fferential Refl ectance
The ref I ectometer devi sed by Beagl ehol e ('1968) has several

modes of operation and was constructed and used in this work
to measrr. diffi and +-+ where R is the reftectivity
and the subscripts denote different samples (p - pure, a - alloy

For these-al1oy studies i;-f,P *.t measured and Ralloy
obtained from R" - R' | + KD

Fffi measurements'. The reasons for this
i ndi rect determi nation of the al 1 oy refl ecti vi ty were as

fol'lovrs:
(a) Convenience: l''leasurements of

greater systematic errors, the

l-R
ffi were subiect to
reduction of which was

time-consuminq and exacting.
(b) Precision, ri. 5I-; lt t..tnique can measure di rectly

^p?Na
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and with little scope for systematic error the changes
in the reflectance spectra caused by alloying. The

'background' reflectance common to both samp'les is
subtracted and the significant information - the changes
is accentuated.
The operation of the instrument i s descri bed with

reference to fi9.4.5. A pai r of samples (say I an d Z)
are mounted in apertures in a b'lackened disc rotating in
the I i ght path. The detector output i s a succession of
pul ses ori ginati ng from I i ght refl ected from each of the
samples in turn. The component of the detector output
at the frequency of rotation of the disc is proportional
to the difference in the reflectivity of the samples.
The d. c. (average) component is proportiona'l to the sum

of the reflectivities, and by hol ding this constant by
control 1 ing the photomul ti pl ier gain, and detecting the
di fference signal wi th a lock-in ampl i fjer, the ratio ft*+ is
di rectly meas ured. To operate in the other mode, one of
the sampl es i s removed an d the unobstructed aperture simul ates
a perfect reflector so that l-=+ is measured provided
RrrRrrS = R'rrR'*rS'where S is the detector sensitivity
and the prime denotes the transmi tted path. Cal i brati on

is particularly simple - a blank aperture backed by an

absorbing card simulates zero reflectance so that the lock-in
output then corresponds to un'ity.
0pti ca I system

Two sources were used. A 55-watt tungsten f i'lament
quartz hal ogen I amp covered the range 800-400 nm and a

deuteri um arc 1 amp from 450-2.l 0 nm. Sources coul d be

quickly changed by shifting the mirror Mr.
The monochromator was a Jarrell-Ash 82-405 Minichromator.

The beam was focused at the entrance and exit of the mono-
chromator and at the sampl e and detector.

Al'l mirrors were vacuum deposited aluminium coatings.
Ms and Ms' and Ms and Me' (on the faces of a 45" prism)
were coated simul taneously in order to match the reflected
and transmitted paths. The angle of incidence on the sample
was 9.5o. The photomultiplier and scatterplate were similar
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to those in the piezorefl ectance system.
The sampl es, on l " diameter substrates, tvere mounted

on the sample rotating disc or spinner in independentry
adjustable inserts. These were a1 igned so that rotation
of the spinner produced no perceptible motion of the reflected
beam at !,1s. The spinner was rotated at 23.0 Hz by a syn-
chronous motor. The lock-in reference was provided by
a l amp and photo-vol tai c cel'l interrupted by a chopper on
the spinner shaft.

The electronics (fig.4.6 ) were quite similar to the
piezoreflectance set-up. l.lith optimum time constants (see
Appendices ) scans were made at about I 00 nm/minute.
Sample interchange and precision

Rp-Ru
p]-l-T; mode: The sal ient feature of the di f ferenti al

reflectometer is the possibility of interchanging the samples
in the spinner apertures so that when the di fference between
the two signals obtained is taken, a'l 1 error signals which
do not change si gn on sampl e interchange are cancel led.
Resi dual errors produced by mi sa1 i gnment and di fferences
in aperture size were of the order of l0-3 of the signal
magnitude. Errors due to stray light evident in the region
of overl ap of the di fferent sources and fi I ters were typi cal ly
less than l0-3.

I - R.
I + R. The major sources of error in this mode are

the differences in reflectivities of pairs of mirrorsn beam
'inversion by the extra reflection of the R beam, and the
R and T beams reachi ng the detector from di fferen t di recti ons.
The former errors of order 3.10-3 could be partially cancelled
by interchanging mirrors. The I atter error was more serious,
becoming evident in the sensit'i v'i ty or ffi to the positioning
of the detector when R approaches unity in the infrared.
The effect was reduced by rotating the photomultipl ier
about its cylindrical axis until the orientation which
ninimised the sensitivity of the output to its longitudinal
position lvas found. This orientation r{as, unfortunately,
not independent of wavel ength so the error coul d not be

el iminated. The di fference between effecti ve apertures
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for the R and T beams (fi g.4.7 ) was measured at 5.10-3
with an oscilloscope by comparing the duration of the detector
pulses from an empty aperture and a highly reflecting sample,
and corrections made. The abso'l ute accuracy of R was

esti mated to be about 5 . I 0- 3 . The refl ecti vi ty at 750 nm

of a gol d sample agreed wi th independent measurements to
within this limit.

4.3 Angle of Inci dence Modul ation System

In thi s technique the fractional change in reflectance
per unit change in angle of incidence was measured. Dis-
cussion will be brief since the method is fully discussed
by Hunderi (1972). He measured

c(e) =t * RL*
at a single angle of incidence and the normal incidence
reflectivity and numerically solved for er and €2. (s

and p refer to I i ght pol ari sed respecti vely perpendi cuI ar
and paral 1 e1 to the p1 ane of i nci den ce. ) Al ternati vely
G(0) can be measured at two angles of incidence and accurate
numeri cal sol utions can be obtained provi ded that the two

famil ies of curves of constant G are wel I spaced and do

not run paral'l el in the region of interest jn the Er, €z plane-

In this work
45o and 60") and

to obtain Er and

ments vlas - 5.10-

t

at
ez

G was measured at two angles (usually
three wave'lengths (436, 450 and 500 nm)

. The reproduci bi I i ty of the G measure-

implying uncertainty of - 0.04 in €2.

The form of the ultraviolet extrapolation of the reflectivity
data was varied to give best agreement between the Ez obtained
frpm Kramers-Kronig inversion and the experimental €z values.
The most reliable guide to the extrapolation is given by

Fzi compared to er it has about 40Y"'lower uncertainty and

the Kramers-Kroni g Ez resul ts are about twi ce as sensi ti ve

as er to adjustment of the extrapolation. The extrapolation
procedure and the effects of errors in the e2 values are

consi de red i n the appen di ces.
0xide surface films can seriously affect the results.
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computations tvere made to lnvesti gate the effect of assuming
a cu20 surface film of refractive index n = ?.9 (Nikitine,
1969) - moderate absorptlon in the oxide does not much affect
the results. For thin oxide fi'lms the reflectance of pure
copper at 460 nm is reduced by about 0.025 nm-r of oxide
fi lm thi ckness and er and E2 obtained from 45" / 60"G
measurements are both reduced by 0.5 nm-t. Roberts,(tgoo)
estimates a I nm oxide layer forms in under an hour, z nm

in less than 24 hours. The el I i psometri c measurements of
Pe'l I s and Shi ga (1969 ) found tz - 7 at 460 nm for sampl es
annealed and measured under vacuum reduced to an apparent
E2 - 4 in ai r. In our case the Ez va] ues at 460 nm deduced
from G measurements varied from - 4 in aged films to 5.0
in freshly evaporated fi lms.

The angle of incidence system may also be used as an
accurate infrared reflectometer as mentioned by Hunderi.
In the limit

ler l

G(0) is given by I - R multiplied by a function of O, i.e.
in this region of the Er, Ez plane the contours of constant R and
G run paral'le1 . However, for the nob'le metal s at wavel engths
shorter than 800 nm the approximation i s not good. Never-
theless, reflectance val ues cal cul ated from the rl , Ez

val ues obtained by the normal method were qui te reproduci ble,
much more so than the Er r Ez values. By this means the
reflectance at 750 nm of an annealed gold film, for which
oxide effects should be minimal, was measured to be 0.912t0.002
(the value given in the AIp handbook is 0.97.| ) providing
a reflecti vity standard for the di fferential reflectometer.

4.4 Resu'lts
Data processing

The foremost object of the data processing was to obtain
spectra of strain-induced (tro)rArz(w)1e for parallel
and transverse polarisations r.rhich, to reca'l I chapter 2.4,
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i s di rectly related to the strain modur ation of the joint
density of states. static Ez spectra give supplementany
information.

The p'iezoreflectance and differentia'l refrectance
spectra lvere visual 1y smoothed and digitised to give files
of I 50-200 poi nt I ength. A descri pt i on of the computer
programmes which perforrned stray 'l ight and po'larisation
corrections, Kramers-Kronig integration, pl0tting of the
spectra and line-fitting is given in the appendices along
with a summary of the extrapolation procedure and any errors
it may introduce in the spectra.
Pure copper resul ts

Reflectance data for a fresh copper film are shoy;n
in Fi9.4.8. (The reflectance of aged fi'lms was lower by
several percent in the interband absorption region. )

The t2 spectrum obtained by Kramers-Kronig transform from
this reflectance data ls shown below it.

A typical piezoreflectance spectrum for polarisation
parallel and perpendicular to the strain axis denoted by

ll and J- it shown in Fig.4.9 Note that the size of
the dip at the threshold near 2.2 eV is almost identical
for each polarisation but for perpendicular polarisation
the feature is centred about 0.01 eV lower in energy.

- Comparison was made with Gerhardt's (1967) single crystal
Tl.(Q*.,) spectra, shown in Fig.4.l0. This gives a check
^ tJ

on the compatibility of our results, but also aids in the
interpretation of the alloy results by identifying the
domi nant Q.'.' contri buti ng to the fi 1m response-rJ

As remarked in Chapter 2.4 the results of any piezo-
reflectance experiment in polycrystal I ine samples shoul d

be a linear combination of the sing'le crystal coefficients.
l.le have attempted to find combinations of Gerhardt's Qij whjch
match our ll und 1 +8 spectra. The best fit to a typiial
pair of piezoreflectance spectra is shown in Fig.4.l0b;
the combinat'ions of Qi j shown by the squares are l isted
below along with those from the ca'l cu'lation of the piezo-
optic response of f i lms of pure (001 ) and (l l'l ) textures
reported i n the appendi ces.
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Qh.vdrostati c Qtriqonal Qtetraoonal

Experiment:

^R 
(ool ) :

-D-

"ll (l'n) :

Experiment:

aR (oot; :

D^L (lll ) :

0. 135

0.075

0.17

0.135

0.07s

0.17

0. 55

0. l5

0.?4

-0. 38

-0..| 5

-0.-001

0. 60

0.63

0.12

0.17

0.048

-0.12

The fit in Fig.4.l0b is good for the paral'le1 spectrum
except above 4.3 eV but poor for the perpendicular spectrum,
whether polarisation - corrected or not, in the ultraviolet.
This is probably due to a combination of inaccuracy in the
data required for the polarisation correctjon and errors
in the Qi i data read from Gerhardt's figures being accentuatedrJ
in subtraction. The point is not of much inrportance since
it emerged, in any case, that very little information about
transi tions in the u'l traviol et cou'l d be obtained f rom the
perpendicular polarisation spectra for the a11oys, because
of the degree of cancel I ati on of the hydrostati c and trigonal
strain responses. Because the polarisation correction
di d not hel p ei ther to resol ve the i n compatabi'l i ty of the
Qt t and the I sp.ctrum i n the ul traviol et or to extractIJ J-

f urther information f rom the al l oy spectra it was dec'ided
not to apply it - this did not affect the precision with
which transition energies could be determined.

For di f f erent pure copper samp'les the coef f i ci ent
for the hydrostatic contribut'ion ranged from 0.ll to 0.'l 4

and the shear contri buti ons varied over a sirni'lar range.
There seemed to be no correlati on wi th variati ons in the
relati ve ( t t t 1 texture of the samp'les measured by X-ray
di ffracti on. Compari son wi th the resul ts of the cal cul ati on
of the response of films of pure (00.|) and (l1l) texture
shows some points of agreement: the magnitude of the experi-
mental hydrostatic component is intermediate between the
two pure textures and the signs of the shear responses are
consistent with experiment. (Positive for parallel polarisa-
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ation, negative or smal I for perpendicular polarisation. )

However the magni tude of the experimental tri gonal component
ls larger than that expected from a mixture of the two pure
textures. This might be due to crystallites of orientation
other than (00.|) or (lll) or to the assumption of constant
strain in the fi lm being inval id. It appears that aspects
of film structure not exp'lored by the x-ray measurements
for example, the relative abundance of higher order crystallite
orientations - may be important jn determin'ing the piezo-
optic response.

The stra i n normal i sed (trtr) tlEz spectra obta i ned b-v

Kramers-Kronig transformation of the piezo-reflectance
data of Fig.4.9 is shown in Fig.4.11 . The origlin of
the major spectral features has been fu1 ly di scussed i n
Chapter ?, Secti ons 3 an d 4, and summari sed i n Tab'l e Z,4.
Three features wi I I fi gure prominently i n the fo1 I owing
discussion:
l) The d band threshold - the peak in both spectra at

about 2.? eV whi ch i s mainly a response to hydrostati c

strain. (Denoted b.v EX-+ Ef.)
The i nterconducti on band threshol d - the peak at 4.? eV

most prominent in the para'l lel polarisation spectrum due
largely to trigonal shear response. (Ef * Q*)
The interconduction band Mz singularity - the negative
peak at 5.0 eV.

Also evident is a negative contribution in the parallel
po1 ari sation spectrum between 3 and 4 ev contri buted by
the tetragonal shear response of the Xu'-Xs f'1r critica'l
point.
Line fitting

Combinations of I ineshapes of the functional form
F(X) introduced in 2.4 (page 33 ) were fitted to the pure
cu and alloy (trrrr)2nez data to determine the energies of
the critical points. A. fit to the interconduction band
structure for a pure Cu sample using the expression

(1,,r), aez/e = AF(ho =- 
Et) - BF09-:-If)rx rs

?)

3)

(Lr' -+ LY)
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is shown in Fig.4''12
pure Cu Ylere:

The singular energies obtained for

EF = 4.22 t 0.02 eVEt = Q*

E, = LY

(rt - o.l3

Lz' = 5.05 t 0.1 eV

eV, l, - 0.25 eV)

The uncertai nty quoted for the threshol d val ue i s the range

of values found for different pure copper samples' the

fitting uncertainty was closer to t0'0.l eV' It should

be compared with chen and Segall's (1976) estimate of

4.2610.02eVobtainedbya.|inefittingofthesing.le
crysta.|tr.igonalspectrum.Thediscrepancyisunlike]y
to be due to competition from the trigonal or hydrostatic

responses in the t'i,t* spectrum : 
u 

llt, 
to the difference

spectrum (trrrr) t (Ae2ll - aezl) - i n whi ch the hydrostati c

componentshouldbecancelledgaveanidenticalva]ue.
The poor fit below 4 eV is due to the Mr critical

point at X. The poor fit between about 4'4 and 5'0 eV

wasalsofoundbyChenandSegal.lwhoattributed.ittoa
changeinthecurvatureoftheconductionbandacrossthe
Fermi surface neck whi ch causes the ioint densi ty of states

tobeginto.|eveloffabovethethresho]d-uncertaint-v
on th.i s point limits the precision with which LY - Lz'

can be determined. If a theoretically based parametrised

descriptionoftheK-dependenceoftheconductionband
curvature at L was available the fit might be improved and

addi ti onal band structure i nformati on i nferred from the

resul ts.
The d band threshold was fi

a vari at'ion on the exPressi on us

band threshold: (tro)'Lez/e = CF

13) by

nterconducti on

, aPProximates the

ation of the effective
p and maY also simulate

ffecti ve mass. Because

c(x) = [(x' +l

tted (Fig.a.
ed for the i
(x) - DG(x).

)t* x)",
a broadened square root singularity
response expected from strai n modul

band mass rather than the energy ga

the effect of K-dePendence of the e
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the d band -' Fermi 'level thresho'l d transitions are not
localised in K-space, there is no reason for confidence
in the theoretical expression but the fit is actual ly
remarkably good. The singular energies obtained were
2.152 eY for parallel polarisation and ?.14.| eV for
perpendicular polarisation with uncertainty about r0.003 ev.
Alloy results

Representative strain nDnormalised f and (tro)'Aez spectra
for a'l loys of copper with Zo, Ga, Al , In and Ge are presented
in Figs.4.14 (a - e). The general trend is that the
d band threshold feature shifts s1ow1y to higher energy
and the i nterconducti on band structure shi f ts rapi d'ly
to lower energy. Despite the broadening and general
reduct'ion in the magnitude of the response (particularly
evident in the interconductjon band feature) the structure
i s suffi ci ently I i ke i ts counterpart i n the pure copper
spectra that the assignment of critical energies is in
most cases straightforward.

The I spectrum is used to determine the d band
threshol d energy because the partial cancel I ation of
the hydrostatic and trigonal responses to transitions
near L for thi s pol ari sati on means that the probl em of
overlapping by the interconduction band response in
concentrated a1 1 oys i s I ess severe. Compare, for exampl e,
the ll and I (tr,r) 2Ae , spectra for the 3l .Z at% Zn a1 I oy
where the d band threshold response can stil I be plainly
seen superimposed on the hi gh energy si de of the i nter-
conduction band threshol d response. Because the d band
threshol d features i n the ll and f spectra contain shear
strain contributions of opposite s'ign the threshol d energy
for pure hydrostatic strai n woul d be i ntermedi ate between
the apparent threshold energies for ll und f nolarisation.
Nonetheless the results from low concentration a1'loys
( i n whi ch overl ap does not occur) show that the ll and

I threshold energies maintain a constant separation of
iust 0.0.| eV as the threshol d energy ri ses so the I

spectrum does g'i ve a valid measure of shifts in the
threshol d energy.

The Xs -' X,*' feature visible in the pure copper
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l_ tp.ctrum is rapidly obscured in the alloys; it is
bel i eved that the change i n the spectra for di I ute al I oys

(. 3 at%), in parti cu'l ar a bulge whi ch appears to develop

at about 3.8 eV in +, and is very evident in the InnI
alloys, simply reflects a change in the extent to which

the sing'l e crystal components cance'l as the positions
of the features change. Its s jze was sl ightl-v reduced

by annealing. A sim'i lar broad feature at about 3 ev

seen in only the 1.25 at% In and 3.95 at% Al samples

(which prevented accurate determination of the inter-
conducti on band thresho'l d f or these two al'l oys ) appears

to be an anomaly assoc'i ated with very disordered unannealed

films.
The most concentrated 7n samp'les showed a

remarkable sensiti Vity to anneal ing - the main structure
in {B,, increased in the 3.|.2 at% alloy (initially

K ll
anneaied at 380"C) bi some 300% fo1'lowing a second

anneal (-480"C) which increased the crystal size 
o

determined by X-ray diffractjon from about 400 to 1000A and

doub'led the (lI'l )'l ine intensity- The 21.3 at% alloy
showed I esser i ncreases. There was no shi ft i n the

threshol d energy.
The i nterconducti on band threshol d i n the

Ge spectra is so rapi dly damped that the critical
energy could only be determined for the 3.4 at% a'l 1oy.

This'i s in agreement with the rapid smearing of optical
structure reported by Pel'l s and Montgomery (1970)

and Beag I ehol e and l^li hl ( 1 SZf 1 .

Some exampl es of I i nef i tting of the (-trur) 2nez spectra

are shown in Fig.4.15 . The jnadequacy of parabol'i c

model l.ing of the ban ds i s parti cul arly ev j dent f or

the g1.2 at% 7n atloy where the Mo and Mz singularities
have been fi tted separately. In thi s case, of course '
the Fermi surface neck has expanded somewhat so that
the parabol i c expansion i s being extended to a greater
d i stance from L.

The critical energies determined from the spectra

are listed in Table 4..l. Blank entries indicate
that the energy could not be determined because of
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Table 4.1

Pure Cu

7=1
Cu(Zn) s.65

10.07
12.07
I 4.00
21.3
31.2

7=2
cu (ea)

2. 't4l

2.174
2.205
2.230
2.260
2.39
3.05 t 0.05

2.151
?.157
2.167
2.213
2.262
2.375

2. 160
2.161
2.175
2.208
2.295
2.44 t 0.05*

2.lsl
2.lsl
?.156

2. 198
2.246
2.309

t 0.005

5.05 t 0.1

4.9 t 0.'l
4.8
4.72
4.62
4.34
4.11

4.62 t 0.07
4.49 t 0.07
4,32

4.67 t 0.1
4.46 t 0.1
4.22

t 0.05

Allo.v critical enerqies (eV)

I nterconducti on

Concentration Interband threshola !q!C-$19qbqE- ,, .ffiH--T;:F-Lr'-Lz'

cu(Al )

Cu(In)

0.72
I .08
2. 3'l
5.10
7.43

12.65

I .06
'1.35

2.8
3. 95
6.65

13.55

0.4
0.8
1.25

3.4?
6.1
9.1

7=3
Cu (Ge )

4.22

4.0l
3.82
3.6s
3.56
3. 05
2.62.

4.125
4. 06
3.93
3,54
3.?1
2.73

4.07
4.0r

3.46
3 .03
?.58

4.13
4.09
4.03

3.83

+Uncertainty' t 0.'15 t 0.02

*Lower limit determined from e2 data.
tsor. exceptions are indicated for spectra affected by broadening,
overlap, uncertainty in extrapo'lations etc.
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overlap by other features, broadening, and uncertainties
due to extrapolation at the high energy I imjt. The

data are graphically summarised in Figs.4.l6 and 4.17 -

Compari son wi th other opti cal resul ts
In order to estab'l i sh the extent to whi ch the

present results are consistent with those of previous
stud jes using ma'in1y stati c optical techniques 'it is
rel evant to compare:
I ) the procedures used by di fferent workers to

defi ne the threshol d energ i es

2) the threshol d energi es estimated from the stati c

ez and p'iezoreflectance (trul)2Aez spectra for
the alloy samples of the present study

3) the piezoref I ectance resul ts vrith those obta'ined
in other optical studies of the same a'l loy
systems.
1 ) Pure copper results: Various estjmates

of the d band threshold energy are 1 i sted below.
(fne effort is seldom made to estimate values rvith
such high precisio4 un'l ess the effect of a perturbation
of the pure material is being investigated. )

Study Method of estimation d band threshold energy (eV

Biondi & Rayne Linear extrapolation from point
(1e5e)

Pells &

Montgomery (1970)

Beag'lehol e &

l.lihi (1973) Maximum gradient of ur2ez

Colavita et al Linefit to ez data of Pells &

of maximum slope of absorPtivity

Maximum gradient of oEz

2. 150

2.1s3

?.19s

2.115

2. 150

(tgzs) Shisa [le6e)

Carotenuto et al Linefit to Aez from differential
reflectance data of Hummel &

Andrews (.|973)
(re76)

Present work Li near extrapol at j on of ((trr,r)'er)' 2 . 1 7 t 0.01
Linefit to (trur)2Aez ll 2.152t 0-003
Linefit to (tro)2aezj 2.141t 0.003
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Fig. 4.17 Critical energies for interconduction band transitions
E, * Q*(Lru) and Lr,u plotted against electron per atom ratio
for the alloys (e/a = I + cZ).
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It i s apparent that there i s a considerable range in
the estimated threshol d energy whi ch refl ects the

di fferent approximati ons of the procedures used to
define it. In this work the d band threshold has been

determi ned from the €z spectra ( usi ng the fact that
the thresho'l d is a Fermi surface singularity:
(lrur)2ez cc (trr - t.)h before broadening (Chapter 2.3)
some exampl es are shown i n Fi g.4..l8 ) as we'l 'l as by

I inef itting the piezoref lectance (trr,r)'Lez- The

di fference between these two estimates (.2 dod average

of (hr,r) 2aez ll .nd l_ ual ues - see page 83 ) i s probab'ly

due to the approximati on of parabol i c bands - the
((1r,,,,)2ez)'plot is only'l inear to about 0.1 eV above

the threshold. Although a'l I the I inef itting expres-
sions invol ve the Same approximations, piezoreflectance
does have the great advantage of h i gh resol utj on because
'it has a sharp threshbl d f eature wi th I i ttl e background

structure.
The same remarks hold for the interconduction

band critical energ'ies except that the advantage in
resol Ution of pi ezorefl ectance i s eVen greater because

I i nefi tti ng of Ez i s out of the questi on. Broadeni ng

and a background of other i nterband absorption mean

that the threshold is normal'ly defined, if at all'
by the point of maxirnum slope in Ez.

2) Compari son of present Ez and (trur) 2Aez resul ts:
The d band threshol d determi ned by the extrapol ati on

method descri bed above general ly sh i fted on al 1 oyi ng

by the same amount as the pi ezorefl ectance threshol d.

Its estimated uncertainty was however roughly twice
as 'large. A number of €z spectra are shown i n Fi 9.4.19
wjth all the critical energies determined by piezoreflectance
i ndi cated. The i nterconducti on band threshol d i n Ez becomes

more di ffi cul t to determi ne wi th strongly scattering impuri ti es

but where it can be clearly identi fied the two methods

are i n reasonabl e agreement. The LY - Lz ' cri ti ca I

point is virtually impossible to detect in ez spectra
even with the hindsight of the piezoreflectance resu'lts-
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3) Comparison with other al loy results: The

results of opti cal studies of the same al loy systems

by other workers are summarised in Figs.4.20 and

4 .21. The di f f i cu'l ti es of opti cal sampl e preparati on '
variations in optical technique and, probably most

important, differing procedures for determining
threshol d energ'ies , a'l 'l contri bute to the di f ferences

in the findings.
For the d band thresho'ld, data of hi gh preci si on

has been obtained by Nastasi-Andrews and Hummel (l 977)

(abbrev. NH) by I inefitting differential reflectance
resul ts for pa i rs of sampl es di fferi ng sf i ghtly i n

concentrati on. Bi ondi and Rayne ( I 959 ) , Rayne ( I 96'l )

and Pel I s and I'lontgomery (1970 ) determi ned the threshol d

more arbitrarily from the point of maximum slope of
the absorption or an extrapolation from it. The

piezoreflectance resul ts are general ly in fai r agree-

ment with those of NH with the exception of the

Cu(Zn) results. Thi s di screpancy i s genuine and

cannot be attri buted to some fundamental di fference
in the origin of the effective threshold determined
by piezoreflectance and static optical studies because

the (trr,r) 2lez and the stati c Ez resul ts of the present

study are al I in agreement, and furthermore the

maximum fracti onal change i n refl ectance at the

threshol d produced by al I oyi ng ( j 'e. the s i ze of
the threshold peak in the differential reflectance
spectrum) is -17.'l o-3/at% according to NH and -9.10-z1at%
accordi ng to our d j f f erenti al ref 'lectance measurements.

The interconducti on band threshol d resul ts di sagree
quantitatively with those of NH who in this case

have arbitrarily identified a minimum in the differential
reflectance spectra with interconduction band transitions
The close resemblance to the piezoreflectance spectra
suggest the zero crossing would have been a better
choice. Furthermore thei r transition energies for
different impurities extrapolate to different values
at zero concentration - they do not coincide with alloy
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band gaps and aFe not dlr"eetly comparable with the
r.esulb of other optical studies. Agreemcnt between
the present data and those sf other studies based on

absorption or E2 spectra ls lmperfect- Inspection
of trhe Pel I s and Ho,ntgomery data gi ves threshol d
energies for 7n and Ga alIoys close to the piezo-
ref l,ectanee estlmat,es. It is contended that the
di screpanqi'es are I i kely to be due to the extFeme
difficulty of estimating the threshold onset from
Ez Cll,lrVeS.
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5 DISCUSSION

5. I d bands

Because the Fermi level is stationary in the dilute
concentration 1 imit (Chapter 2.2), drJ change of energy

of the d band threshol d at 'low concentrati ons must be

due to shjfts of the upper d band levels, apart from a

contribution from the lattjce expansion caused by al1oyin9.
The effect of lattice expansion can be estinated from

the hydrostati c deformati on potenti al for the threshol d

in pure copper obtained by Gerhardt (1967) from piezo-

reflectance measurements (Table ?.2) and alloy lattice
constant data (Pearson,1964) in Table 3.3 by assuming

tq=#fu"%ry
(geaglehole & Erlbach,1972). The lattice expansion in

an alloy is not uniform - the region of the host lattice
immed'i ately surrounding an impuri ty wi I I be compressed

and considerably distorted - so the effect on the d bands

may be overestimated. The threshol d shift rates and

estimated shifts associated with'lattice expansion are

given 'in Table 5.1.
The corrected shi ft rates ( i . e. those that woul d

be obse rved i n the absence of I atti ce expans i on ) i ndi cate

a decrease in energy of the states at the top of the d

band which may be caused by a combination of: I ) narrowing

of the d band due to the reduced mean Cu d-d overlap
(Beeby, I 964) ; ?) a shi ft in the mean energy of the

d band caused by ( i ) screeni ng charge transfer between

impurity and host sites affecting the atomjc potential
on copper sites close to impuritjes (Levin & Ehrenreich'
l97l) (ii) interactjon between the host and impurity
d bands forcing them apart in energy (tli t sson ' 1970).

Expressi ng these additi ve shi fts as

AEX = 6En + dEr. + 6Edd' ,
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v',e not' di scuss each contri buti on i n turn.

Table 5.1 gX * EF - interband threshold shift rates
in the low concentration I imit

Shift rate (10-3 eV at%-r)Sol ute

Zn

Ga

AI

In

Ge

Experiment

611

12.5 ! 2

14 t2
'15 t 5

17 xZ

Latti ce

-t .9

-2.5
-2.2
-8.6

-3.7

Adjusted for lattice
expansi on

21

I

l5
'16

24

I ) The narrowing of the d band, 6En i s a consequence
only of the di'l uti on of the host by substi tuti on

of atoms without d states in the same energy range

i t shoul d be i ndependent of the impuri ty val ence.
The width of the d band is the result of roughly
additive broadenino due to d-d and s-d interactions:

!l=Wdd*hlsd

HaO accounts for about 2.8 eV of the total 3.5 eV

d band width in Cu (t'tueller, .|967).

According to the resonance theory of the d band

(He'ine, .|967), Wad is proportional to the probability
of tunnel'l ing to a d state on a like atom so that
woa(al'loy) = (l - c)woa(pure). In passing one

notes that the calculations of Veiicky et al (1968)

imply a (l - c)U variation of the host bandwidth
but explicit calculations of alloy electronic structure
(Bansi'l et dl, 1974; Soven, 1955) exhibit narrowing
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which varies closer to (l - c). Any changes in
that part of the bandwi dth due to s-d hybri di sati on

would depend on the extent of charge transfer
but woul d not f i gure in the experimenta'l resul ts
because hybridisation does not.affect the states
associated with threshol d transitions; i t depresses
the Xf and Lf levels at the bottom of the d band

and raises the Xy and LY levels in the upper con-
duction band (Muel 1er, .|967). If the narrowing
i s symmetri cal one thus estimates that the
top of the d band wi I I drop at a rate 6En/c = 0.0'14 eV at%- I

due to dilution of the d-d interaction.
2i) The increase in the mean energy of the d bands due

to charge transfer from impurity sites to the surrounding
host sites has been explored in a series of papers
by Ehrenrei ch and co-workers usi ng renormal i sed atom
potenti al s ( Chapter 2.1) to i ncorporate charge transfer.
By thi s means, wi th a charge transf er of 0.'l 3 eV f rom

7n to Cu sites, Bansil et al (1974) raised the top
of the d band by 0.67 eV in a 30 at,% Cu 7n alloy
to produce agreement wi th opti cai resu'lts. I t
seems likely that renormalisation is an unsatisfactory
representat'ion of localised charge transfer,
particu'larly in dilute allo.ys, and that it under-
estimates the charge transfer req ui red for such
substantial shifts because it assumes the transferred
charge to be evenly shared over al I hosi, sites
and to be symmetrically d'i stributed within the
host cells by renormalisation of the 4s wavefunction.
In fact, screening theories (Chapter ?.?) suggest
the charge perturbation'is largely restricted
to nearest neighbours of impuri ties and heavi ly
concentrated i n the secti on of the cel I adjacent
to the'impurity cell. Consequently the bonding
d orbi tal di rected towards the impuri ty - dangl i ng

i nto the screeni ng c1 oud - wi I 1 be most affected.
Painter (19i8) in calculations on a Cu monolayer found
that d bonds dangl ing outside the layer were destabilised
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by about 2.1 eV re'lative to the bu'l k states whi le bonds

within the layer were I ittle affected. In an al loy,
one expects that some of the bonding states lying low
i n energy i n the d band dens i ty of states wi l'l be transferred
to higher energies vrhi I e the majori ty of states are
rel ati vely unperturbed, an effect whi ch seems to be

present in the density of states calculation of Moruzzi
et a'l (1974) tor the intermetallic compound Cu 7n.
Thus charge transfer shoul d produce a form of crystal
field splitting rather than a bodily shift of the
d bands. Nonethel ess, E: must change somewhat
in response to charge transfer and on most grounds
one expects the transfer to be from the polyvalent
impurity to the host so that EX increases
(Ofr. is positive) and i f anything, the amount

of charge transfer and the si ze of 6Era shoul d

increase with increasing impurity excess valence.
2ii)The interact'ion between the host and impurity d bands

can be described by an application of the result of
Velicky et al (.|968) in the coherent potent'ial approxi-
mation, valid for identical tight binding bands when

the band separation i s much greater than thei r wi dth,
according to which the Cu d bands are raised by

6Edd' = .tE!' - tltP)-'/E2p(E)aE

The integrai gives the second moment 1rz of the density
of states about its centroid. In pure Cu one can

estimate that uz has a val ue about 5 €V2, taking
2.8 eV to be the bandwi dth due on'ly to dd i nteracti ons.
The significance of the moment can be understood by

compari son vri th the second-order perturbati on expressi on

(Schiff, 1968, p.247) in which u, corresponds to

1.,!a lVaa' lVo'' 1 '

summed over the impurity d states (distinguished b-v

the prime). In the theory of Velicky et al the model

bands have i denti cal wi dths implying that
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Vdd=VOd'iVd'd

so that the moment, as a measure of bandwidth, indirectly
measures dd'interactions. However, for these a11oys

i t i s reasonable to assume rather that

vaa t vdd t vd'd'

and that Vdd'for Cu(Zn) > Cu(Ga) > Cu(Ge) on the grounds

of decreasing orbital overlap. The d band binding
energi es Ed, obtaj ned from aI I oy photo-emi ssi on studi es

are listed below.

Cu Zn Ga Al

d band

binding 3..| 9.7 18.6 - l7.l* 29.2 eV

energy

Data from Norris and lllilliams (1978) and *Ri1ey et al (1976) [Ag(In]l

Except in the case of Al, 6EOC' will be positive - EX

increases as the bands are repel led - and roughl-v inversely
proportional to Z (because the d band separation increases
nearly linearly with 7).
These estimates are compared wi th the experimental data
in Fig.5.l. Line 'l represents narrowing and band repulsion
contributjons 6En + 6EOa' with 6En/c = -Q.0.|4 eV at%-r
and Irz = $ eV2 as estimated before. The di screpancy
between the experimental data and 6En + 6Edd'
is attributed to charge transfer (i.e. 6Esc)

and is uniform'ly negative, irnplying transfer
of charge onto impurities. A more satisfactory
result is obtajned if the estimate of 6En is
increased by 30% (line 2). The curve indicates
al so the qual itati ve ef f ect of the I i ke'ly variation
of lrz with valence. The imp'l ied dEr. for 7n,
Ga and Al'impurities are now pos'itive and the

negative values for Ge and In are probably not

In Ge
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Fig. 5.1 Shift rates of the d band threshold at low

concentration plotted against the inverse of the

separat'ion in energy of the host and impurity
d bands. The solid lines I and 2 are explained

in the text. The experimental shift rates have

been corrected for lattice expansion.
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significant in view of the large correction required
for lattice expansion in In and the oversimpl ication
of the theory. Because of the uncertainty
in 6En + 6Eaa' it is unw'ise to infer the relative
magni tude of charge transfer f or di f ferent 'impuri ties
from our results.
To summarise: the most s'ignificant feature of the

experimental results is that the shift rate AE:/c for 7n I

is much sma.'l ler than for the other impurjties. This has

been attributed to a pushing-up of the Cu d bands by the

relatively shallow 7n d bands and cannot be explained convincingly
by band narrowing and charge transfer alone, as other theoretical
work has done, because to produce the requi red el evat'i on

of E: the charge transfer would need to be larger than that
cal cul ated i n the renormal i sed atom approach and, more

'importantly, the amount of charge transferred woul d have to

decrease significantl.y as the impurity valence increased
contrary to simple ideas of screening and to the fact that
the observed shifts of the Fermi leve'l , discussed next,

are larger for Ga and Al impurities than for 7n.

5.2 Fermi I evel
At alloy concentrations greater than about 5 at% the

energy of the d band threshold EF - El begins to jncrease

more rapidly; this is attributed to an increase in the

Fermi energy. (0therwi se the unl i kely event of a sudden

increase in the rate of band narrowing or the onset of massive

charge transfer from the host onto impuri ti es i s reoui red' )

In Fi g " 5.2, the hi gher concentrati on d band threshol d data

are shown. The linear contribution deduced from the low

concentration shifts (Af!) has been subtracted and the remai nder

normalised by the excess valence to give LEF/7. The prediction
of Fri edel for Thornas- Ferm j screen'ing of a poi nt charge

in an electron gas (Cfrapter ?.2) is a'l so shown.

The 7n data lie below the prediction up to nearly 20 at%

and then rapid'ly rise above it. This is probab'ly due to

shortcomj ngs of the Thomas- Fermi screeni ng - the quantum

mechanical treatment of Langer and Vosko (Fig.2.3) predicts

a screening change distribution exceeding the Thomas-Fermi
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prediction by up to 100% between l.'l and 3.5 au and oscillating
about i t at 1 arger di stances. Since the rise in the Fermi

level is due to the overlap of screening charge distributions
about impuri ty atoms one mi ght guess that AEf i s 'l ess than

the Thomas-Fermi at low concentrations because at low impurity
densi ti es the osci I I ati ng ta'i I s of the charge di stri buti ons

cancel to gi ve I i ttl e net charge overl ap. At hi gher

concentrationS very few Cu atoms are vlithout at least one

'impurity amongst thejr nearest neighbours and so the Iarger
Langer and Vosko screening charge density at clOse range

produces a more rapid increase in EF. These data would

provide an interesting test for self-consistent ca'lculations
of the local charge distribution around impurities.

The Ga and Al data exceed the Friede'l Thomas-Fermi pre-

diction and demonstrate that factors other than valence are

clearly important - both have Z = 2. The less rapid rise
of Ef for Ga impl i es a more I ocal j sed screeni ng di stri buti on

and thi s correl ates wj th the greater el ectronegati vi ty of
Ga on most scales (see the compilation by Che'l ikowsky and

Phillips (.|978))and its more compact Herman-Skillman

4s wavefunction. Ge (Z = 3) 'impurities produce smaller
LEF/2. 0ne notes a correlation with the Bloch-Simons

ionic radius parameter Fs derived from atomic data
(see reference above) - LEF/Z increases in the order
7n, Ge, Ga, 4.1 ; the corresponding values for t, are

0.64, 0.64, 0.66, 0.74 (Cu - 0.43)-

Conduct'ion bands

Interpolation band scheme

To di scuss the vari ation wi th a1 1 oy concentration
to the cri ti cal energi es for i nterconducti on

band trans'iti ons we wi I 1 ma ke use of the i nterpol ati on

band scheme referred to in Chapter 2' ll!ithin
this scheme the energies of states at symmetry

points can be expressed as a sum of parameters

rel ated to aspects of ti ght-bi ndi ng d bands,

NFE conducti on bands , and s'd i nteracti ons.

In the formulation of Smith and Mathiess (.|974)

(but with sl ightly altered notation) ttre energies

5.3
l)
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of the conduction band states at L are given by:

LY = Vo+aK2 + Vrrr +

Lz' = Vo + aK2 - Vrrr

aot + Ah

The first pair of terms describes free-electron
dispersion, the fo'l lowing terms comprise the
pseudopotenti al Fouri er component V r r r (produci ng

an NFE band gap ) and further contri buti ons

to the LY - Lz ' bandgap f rom orthogona'l i sation
and hybri di sati on i nteracti ons wi th d states '
Note that the p-1 i k€ Lz' state i s unhybri di sed

and i s simply depressed from the free-el ectron
energy by Vr r r.
According to a rdcent parametrisation (Smjth,

1979) of the band structure calculation
by Janak et al ('1975) the aPpropriate para-

meters for Cu are aK2 = 9.?5 eV,2Vrrr = 2.65 eV'

Aot = l.l5 eV, Ah = 1.45 eV.

0ur approach wj I I be to estimate the I i kely changes

i n these parameters caused by al I oyi ng i n order
to derive changes in the energies LY and Lz'

as an ai d to i nterpret'ing the experimental
resul ts. These estimates can only be a

guidel ine since the val ues of the origina'l
parameters were after all chosen to best

reproduce a g i ven fj rst pri nci pl es band structure
rather than to gi ve an accurate measure of wel'l -

defi ned terms i n the exact Hami I toni an.

In the f o'l i owi ng subsect j on estinrates are made

of the expected vari ati on of the j ndi vi dual

parameters on alloying and of the effect on

the threshol d energy of changes i n the radi us

of Fermi surface neck and the curvatures of
the conducti on bands. These estimates are

summarised in subsection 3) and compared with
the experimental resul ts at I ow impuri ty c0n-
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centrati ons. In 4

energi es at hi gh al
2) Al I oy parameters

) the variation of
I oy concentrati ons

the critical
i s cons i de red.

Free electron terms, Vo + aK2: The conduction

bands should sink relat'i ve to the Fermi level
to accommodate the additional states introduced
by a polyvalent impurity. If all states on

the Fermi surface sink at the same rate then

6(Vo + aK2)/c = -7lne(Er) = -0.038 Z eV at%-r

in the low concentration 'l imit when EF is stat'ionary
This is the usual rigid band model estimate'
Pseudopotential Vrrri In the virtual crysta'l
approximation the potentia'l for an AB a1loy

is taken to be V = (l - c)VA * .VB. Appl yi ng

thi s to the pseudopotent'ial conponents (Mathewson &

Myers, .|973) gives

6Vrrr/c = V]TP - Vr

(i .e. v (L)oirp/ogu )

are I i sted bel ow. The compi I ati on does not gi ve

a comparable value for Cu but vriY - .;.3 eV according

to the i nterpol ati on band structure.

Cu
ll

g

mated

If \,iTR. vr9Y this narrows the NFE 9dP, raisin
the Lz' bondi ng state and I oweri ng the LY anti -

bondi ng state. Impuri ty pseudopotenti al s esti
from the compilation by Cohen and Heine (tSZO1

and normalised to the atomic volume of the host

VJTP =

vlT9
6Vr r

7n

1.0
t/c -3

Ga

0.5
-8

4.1

1.0
-3

In
1.0

-3

Ge

0.2
-11 10-

eV
3eV at%-r

0rthogo nal i st,i on,
of the overlap and

Aot: This involves a combination

energy i ntegral s td I kt and
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Hlkt for the d atomic orbital and sp plane wave

is states. The removal of Cu d states on substitution
impuri ti es , al ong wi th the i ncrease i n sp charge
sity on Cu sites surrounding an impurity, suggest
t

Aot(alloy) = (l - c + cQ)Aor(Rure)

where Q represents
the 'impurity to the
expression in the i
though 'i t is smal'l
Thus

the effective charge transfer from

6tor/c = -(t - Q)Aot - -0.0.|1 ev at%-l

if charge transfer is neg'l igible.
Hybridisation, Ah, The variation of Ah on alloying
i s compl i cated by i ts dependence on the separatj o

of the LY and unhybridised fftfO) levels: Ah = , uL
(Heine , l9 67). The hybridisation matrix " Li - Ed

element y involves the same overlap integrals as

Aot so the same dilution is expected while the diminishing
separati on of LY and Ed brought about by al I oyi ng

acts i n oppos i ti on to i ncrease the hybri di sati on .

Thus in the dilute limit

host, which is retained'i n the
nterests of comp'leteness even

and not amenab'le to ca'lcu'lati on.

6ah

Th
6(LY - Ea)

= 29r
Y LY - Ed

= -2(l - Q)c - (LY - Ed)-to(vo+aK2+vrrr+Aor+8Ar)

(8A: is the energy fes'- Ed in the interpolation scheme

about 0.6 eV. Its i ncl usi on here accounts for d band

narrowing.) Simpfifying the earlier estimates by

assum'ing that Vr r r , Ao t and 8As decrease 1i near'ly
to zero at c - l, we obtain

6An/c = -0.024 + 0.0062 + 0.029Q eV at%-1

\rlcToRlA lir.r'rrrr.'-l'r''/ r\E rr'rr ' lr'"'l\l
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0ne might suppose that this treatment exaggerates

the rate at whi ch the orthogonal i sation and

hybridisation components of the gap are reduced

since, with the possible exception of Al '
some resi dual s-d i nteracti on wi th the impuri ty
d states is to be expected' more so for the

low Z impurities with more extended d wavefunctions.

Neck radi us and band curvature: Lastly ' one must

consi der the effect on the i nterconducti on band

threshold energy of changes in the Fermi surface
neck radius and in the curvature tu-t of the

upper conduction band. The threshol d energy m^

Q+ - EF exceeds Lr - EF bv Q+ - Ly = (Er - Lt')ff (see

Fi g.2. i f ) . In pure cu, H, - 0 -12 from the band'

structure of Burdjck (196Ju) and EF - Lz'- 0'9 eV

(Knapp et dl, lglg) so Q+ - LY is only about 0'l eV'

The neck radi us i ncreases i n the a1 1 oys at about the

rate predicted by the rigid band approxima!ion (- 30%

slower in the case of Zn) according to.positron annihilEtjon
studies (Berko & Mader, 1975). Thus one estimates

Q+ - LY increases due to the expansion of the

neck at the rate

6(Q+
mo

= # 6(vo + aK2)/c - o.oo5 7 ev at%-t
"'u

Changes in r, are difficult to estimate, but one might

expect the three levels at the ends of the Q+ and a-

branches of the conductjon bands (see Fig.2.l ) to sink

in order of increas'ing rapidity: 6Lz'< 6lda < 6LY on

the basis of their interpo'lation scheme eigenvalues.
(Smith & Mathiess,lgT4; both trJs and Lf are repelled
from the d bands by hybrjdisation, both llJg and

Lz'are the lower states of NFE band gaps at hl

An extreme estimate of the change in f,u can be

by a ss umi ng that 6L z ' - 6}lg So that changes in
curvature are di rectly re'lated to narrowi ng of
LY - Lz' band gap by 6mu/m, - d(LY - Lz')l(t'l'

lY)n/c

and L. )

ma de

band

the
- LY )
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o(Q+ - LY)c = -(Q* - LY)omr/m,

Accordlng to the Cu band structure of Janak

tlr - LY - 2.5 ev; even if 6(Lr - Lz')/c is
as -0.'l eV at%' r the effect is only 6(Q+ - L

0.004 eV at%- ' and can be disregarded in mos

fol'l owing di scussion.
3) Compari son wj th experiment

The essenti a'l f eature of the estimates of changes i n

LY and Lz' based on interpol ati on scheme parameters

is that the LY - Lz'band gap narrows at about -0.03 eV at%-r

almost irrespective of the impurity species while the valence

dependent rigid band fi 1 1 ing of states contributes the maior

part of the shjft of both Ll and Lz'relative to the Fermi
'l eve'l .

The experimental. data and theoretjcal estimates for shift
rates in the low concentration limit are collected in
Figure 5.3. Notab'le f eatures of the experimental
data ( verti cal bars ) are the I ow shi ft rates for
7n, the significant difference between the shift
rates f or the I = 2 impuri ti es Ga and A'l , and the

rel ati ve'ly I ow val ue for Ge. Compari son wi th the

theoreti cal estimates (nori zontal bars ) shows that
although the agreement js reasonable for Ga (and In)
none of the notab'le experimental features mentioned

above i s predicted. The di screpanci es Poi nt to

two effects not considered in the original estimates:
i) significant di fferences in the degree

of s-d interaction associated with
impurjties of different sPecies,
non-rig'i d si nk'i ng of conduction states at the

Fermi leve'1, which we now discuss in turn'
The results for the LY - Lz' band gap in the

7n alloys (liSht vertical bar) show that there

i s negl i gi b1 e gap narrowi ng apart from that
due to I att'ice exPansion. Thjs requires
Ao t and Ah to be sma'l I , Suggesti ng

very little reduction in s-d interaction

et al (lgZS)
as large
l) r,
t of the

ii)

i)

on 7n sites. A'lthough the 7n d states are
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Fig. 5.3 Shift rates of interconduction band critical energies at low

concentration compared with theoretical estimates based on band

structure interpolatjon scheme parameters. The theoretical

contribution arise from changes in l) the Fermi surface neck radius,

2) the pseudopotential form factor, 3) s-d orthogonalisation,
4) s-d hybridisation,5) tfre free electron energy at the zone

bounda ry.
The dark (light) horjzontal bar gives the appropriate sum of

the individual contributions to the change in Q+(,ru) - ft (tf 'Lr')'
The vertical bars give the correspond'ing experimental result
including correction for the effect of lattice expansion caused by

a1 loying.
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ii)

degenerate wi th the bottom of the al 1 oy conducti on

band according to photemission studies (Norris &

!\lill iams, 1978) it is surprising that hybridisation
i s so I i ttl e reduced - the hi gh I ocal s

electron density of the screening cloud
surrounding the impurity must compensate

for the more tightly bound d states-
The rapid narrowing of the LY - Lz' band gap

in the Al alloys suggests that in the absence

of impuri ty d states the di I uti on of s-c
i nteracti ons i s greater than we have estimated '
The val idity of the rigid band approximation*
can be assessed fronr our results as follows.
The rate at whi ch the I ower conducti on band

stat€ Lz' shifts relative to the Fermi level
can be obta'ined f rom the di f f erence i n the two

interconduction band crjtical energies r^lith

al I owance made for the wi deni ng of the neck

as in the preceding subsect'ion:

o(Er - Lz') = 6(LY - Lz') - O(Q+ - Er) + O(Q+- LY)

The results are given in Table 5-2 expressed

as a fraction of the rigid band predjction
( -0. Ose eV at%) . The vari at i on of
the LY - Lz' gap could not be determined

for Ge so the two values given assume a

rate of narrowing similar to 7n and Ga respectively.
The I atter estimate, whi ch gi ves the smal I est

val ue of O ( Ef - Lz' ) , seems most reasonabl e

in the 1 ight of the discussjon in i ) above'

*"Rigid band approximation" is used in a restricted
senie here to' ref er to the h.vpothesi s that the energi es
of conduction band states in- the vicinity of the Fermi
energy change by the same amount throughout the Bri I I oui n

zone to accommo?ate Z additional states per impurity.
The more general ri gi d band model i n whi ch the enti re
band struiture shifts rigidly'ig plainly in err0
regarding the d bands and the Li - Lz' jnterconduct'lon
band gap.
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The results for variation in the neck dimensions
for these al 1 oys obta i ned from Fermi surface
studies are gi ven for compari son.

Table 5.2 Chanqes in E, - Lz' and the Fermi surface

neck as a fractjon of the rigid band prediction

7n Ga Al Ge

Present work: r
6(E- - L,') 0.79t0.10 0.9610.15 1.28t0.25 0.40-0.95''f

de Haas van A1phenr
neck area .l.0* .|.0 0.9 0.6

Pos i tron
anni hi lation2
neck radius 0.7 1.0 .l.0 

1.0

I Col eri dge and Templ eton , I 97.l ; Templ eton and Col eri dge , I 975
2Berko and llader, 1975 (review article)
*Possible overestimated by 30% due to incorrect residual resistjvity data
tDiff.r.nt values of 6(LY - L2') assumed - see text

Despite some contradictions in the Fermi surface
data it seems that changes near L occur more

sl owly than the ri g'i d band model predi"cts
for 7n and Ge.

Fai'l ure of the rigid band model in this sense may

have two ca uses. Fi rstl y, the req ui rement that
added electrons fil'l states within the Fermi surface
is of limited validity because of the incoherence
of the a1'loy wavef uncti ons (Stern, 1968) .

0ne expects the Fermi surface to expand at
most at a rate only 0.99, 0.92, 0.83 (for
7 = l, 2, 3) of that assumed by the rigid
band model due to the "vol ume defect"
referred to i n Chapter 2.2. Secondly,
the conduction band may distort; states
at different parts of the Fermi surface may

sink at di fferent rates. Part of thi s effect
is direct)y described in terms of variation
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of the pseudopotentia'l form factors but there
i s an i ndi rect e ffect : for exampl e , even

if Vrrr is unaffected by alloying any swelling
of the Fermi surface bel ly to accornmodate nore

than its share of added states will reduce the

rate of s'inki ng of Lz' . The atom j c counterpart
of thi s argument woul d suggest that the

4s2 c'losed subshell confjguration of a

7n impurity is most attractive to s-like
conduction band states i n the host and thus
produces a greater'lowering of the energy

of the s-l i ke states around the be1 1y

than of the p-l i ke states around the
neck. The s'p configuration of the

I = 2 impuri ti es woul d di f ferent'iate I ess

between s-.and p-'like states, producing

less distortion of the conduction band.

However, to clearly d'istinguish volume defect
and band distortion effects requires data

at a number of locations on the Fermi surface.
Phase shift fittings of the various de Haas

van Alphen orbits as has been done for Cu(Al)
by Templeton and Coleridge (.|975) seems to
be the most frui tful approach here.
The data of Tabl e 5 .2 i s al so re]evant to the

questi on of the exi stence of bound s states
on impurity sites. The fact that Gd,

for i nstance, causes expansion of the
Fermi surface corresponding to an excess

val ence of two seems to di scount the theoreti cal
predi cti on by Zel'ler and Dederi chs (l SZS;

of a bound 4s state on this inrpurity. The

data for Ge i mpuri ti es mi ght be evi dence for
such a bound state but the positron annihilation
resul ts (Uctarnon & l,li I 1i ams, 1977) ' photoemi ssi on

studi es (Norri s & l^li I I i ams , 'l 978) and the

Hume-Rothery o phase boundary rul e 'itsel f
( Chapter I ) do not support thi s vi ew.
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The changes in the interconduction band shift rates
at high concentration are indicative of increasing
s-d interaction as explained below. The

Q+ - EF and Ly - Lz' criti cal energies begin to
fall'less rapidly as alloy concentration increases
(see Fi 9. 4 .l 7 ) i n the Ar and (to a 'resser extent )
Ga a11oys. The 7n curve has a slight but definite
kink. A shi ft i n the Fermi I evel cannot be respons i bl e;
it would produce a _faster shift rate, would not
affect Ly - L2,, unJ inTny case the rigid band
approximation impl ies that the conduction bands
wi I I move in sympathy with any change in the
Fenmi I evel apart from those shj fts necessary
to accommodate the added impurity states. The
decrease in the d.ensity of states above the Fermi
level (Janak et dl, .|975) wouid a'l so increase
rather than decrease the shi ft rates. Neither
can the'observed slowing shift rates be due
to changes i n band curvature or neck ra di us _

these would not affect LY - Lz,. I t therefore
seems 1 i kely that the sl owi ng shi ft rate i s caused
by increased s-d hybridisation brought about by
the higher conduction electron density when
screening becomes ineffective at high concentrations
(Beag'lehole & l.lihl, 1973). Thi s effect, and
the rise in the Fermi level (Chapter S.Z) both
resul t f rom the overl ap of screening c'louds
and become evi dent at simi I ar concentrations
of impuri ty. The rel ati ve s i ze of the non-
'l inearity in Al , Ga and Zn correlates with
the degree of de'l oca'l i sat jon of screening
charge deduced f rom the d band thresho'l d data.
The requi red charge transfer i s quite 1 arge - i f
4 eV of the LY - Lz'gap is assumed to be due to
s-d interaction an increase by 0.4 eV (as seems
to be the case by - 12 at% Cu(Al)) implies a

10% average increase in s charge density which
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corresponds to a I oss of
The nett charge transfer
p charge was transferred
to the impurity.

0.7 e from each Al site.
cou'l d be reduced if some

in exchange from the host

5.4 Comparison with al loy band structure calcu'lations
The results of average T-matrix calcu'lations for

a 30 at% cu(Zn) alloy by soven (1966) and Bansil et al
(1974) are compared with the experjmental results in
Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Changes in critica'l energies relatiye to pure Cu

for a 30 at% Cu(Zn) alloy (energies in eV)

Soven Bansil et al

CR SMT

ate , Ur6(EF-L;) o.8o 0.28 0.16

d(LY - EF) -1 .22 :l .41 -l . ls
o(lY - Lz') -0.17 -0.22 +0.41

*Corrected for 'lattice expansion (omitted in

and for the effect of expansion of the Fermi

The comections contrjbute up to 50% of the

NA

0. 96

-1.43
-0.51

Experiment*

0. 82t0. 06

-l.l5t0.l
-0. 24t0 . I

the ca'l cu'lati ons )

surface neck.

quoted uncertaintY.

The abbreviations cR and sMT refer to the use of
empirical charge renormal isation and shi ftjng of the

muffin-tin zero in constructing the alloy potential
to produce an arti f i ci a1ly 'low d band threshol d sh j f t
by sjmu'lating charge transfer. It seems that nejther
is a good model of charge transfer, in fact the neutral
atom (NA) treatment and Soven's cal culation reproduce

the d band threshol d shi ft better. Thi s does not imply

that charge transfer is neg'l 'igible' merely that the upper

d band states are insens'itive to rea'l istic distributions
of transferred charge as argued earl ier-

The cal culated changes in the 'interconduction band

cri ti cal energi es are i n oual i tati ve agreement wi th

experiment except for the SMT predi ction of an increasing
LY - Lz' gap and the general overestimate of the rate
at whi ch LY descen ds.

0ne important fail ing of the calculations is that non-
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'linear changes with concentration of the d band threshold
or other cri ti cal energi es are not predi cted, poss i bly
because no attempt has been made to introduce self-
consistent local ised charge transfer. For this reason
the comparison with experjment at a single alloy concentration
is undu'ly flattering.

The above compari son i nvi tes several observati ons.

Al though the agreement i s good i n p1 aces i t reveal s

I ittle about the underly'ing interact jons. A1'l oy band

structure calculations using the same method for different
polyvalent impurities would help a great deal in this
area, pFOviding a ouant'itiative bas'is for the ideas
of chemical bonding, valence, charge exchange, electro-
negati vi ty and the I i ke whi ch i t 'i s natural to use to
expl a'in al loyi ng trends. The importance of effects
due to charge overlap and 'local 'latti ce di storti on

both outside the scope of periodic muffin-tin potentials -
might be profitab'ly explored by model calcu'lations.

Finally, efforts should be made to make comparison
between experiment and theory as direct as possib'le.
The Fermi energy should be determined expl icitly (as

Bansil et al have done) and if €z itself cannot be computed,

optical threshold energies should be determined since they
do not usual 1y occur at symmetry poi nts. For examp'le,
the interpretation of the present resul ts woul d have

been more straightforward if a1'l oy band structure cal-
culations had provided the curvature of the bands near L.

5.5 Hume-Rothery o phase boundary rul e

A strong motivation for the present work was to
see whether one might be able to throw light on the
origin of the Hume-Rothery o phase boundary ru'le by

monitoring features of the a1 1oy band structure at high
concentrati on. As related in Chapter i the boundary
for the fcc-bcc transformati on occurs i n the al I oys
(except Cu (In ) ) at an e/ a ratio of about 'l .4. Hume-Rothery
and Roaf (196.|) suggested that the phase boundary occurs

when the Fermi surface contacts the Bril'louin zone

boundary at X, in other words as the Xq' level sjnks
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be'low the Fermi energy. A clear indicatfon of this
event would be given by the disappearance of the Xs -+ X,.,
signature in the piezoreflectance tetragonal shear response
as it merged with the structure marking the d band threshold.
Unfortunately the Xs -+ X,,, feature was not visible in
the piezoreflectance resul ts for al 1oy fi lms and the
behaviour of X,* ' can only be .inferred i ndi rectly f rom
experimental resul ts concerning the conduction band
states at L.

To begin with we can estimate the rate at which
X,.' must sink relatf ve to the Fermi level in order to
reach it by ela = 'l .4. Despite assertions to the contrary
(Heine & weai re, 1970) an 'impl ausib'ly high shi f t rate
i s not requi red, A1 I owi ng for the va ri ati on of the
density of states above the Fermi 'leve'l (n(E) - 0.26 ev-r
at Er decreasing to 0.zzev-L at Xu' accordjng to the
cu band structure of Janak et ar (rszs1; then a rigic
band shift wi'l 'l lowef X,,i from Z.O eV above EF in pure
Cu to only 0.35 eV above when e/a = I.4. This means
an average shift rate only z0% greater than the rigid
band estimate i s suffi ci ent to produce contact wi th the
(200) zone face at the phase boundary.

If the conduction band does not sink rigid'ry and
the slow shifts near Lz'seen in the cu(Zn) results are
c0mpensated by more rapid sinking near Xu, it is arguable
that zone touching can take p'lace. However, Cu (P.l )

de Haas van Alphen results (Templeton & coleridge,.|975)
indicate that, in extreme'ly di I ute al loys, the states
i n the x di recti on si nk more s1 owly than those el sewhere
on the Fermi surface - at only 76y" of the rigid band rate.
This seems to rule out zone-touching at the phase boundary
in this a1'loy.

We do observe one common feature
of the Zn , Ga and Al a I'loys wh i ch may
phase boundary; the Q+ _ EF critical
alloys tends to level off to a common
2.5 eV as e/a approaches 1.4 despite t
sh j f t rates i n the di'l ute range (see F

reasons for thi s regu'lari ty are not cl

of the band structure
be related to the
energy for these
value of about
hei r oui te di fferent
ig.4.l 7 ). The

ear. In fact
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if it were not for th'i s single instance of a common band

sti"ucture feature i n the concentrated al I oys one woul d be

inclined to view the phase boundary rule as being a c0nsequence

of increasing conduction e'lectron density unre'lated to electronic
structure. Thi s favours the expl anatj on advanced by Stroud and

Ashcroft (lg7l ) and others which connects the phenomenon with
the anomaly in the wavevector dependent die'lectri c constant

e(q) at q = 2kf. blhen the electron density increases to a

point where 2kf i s commensurate with a reciproca'l 'l att'ice vector

their calculations show a change in the relative stability
of the di fferent crystal structures -

5.6 Summary of experimenta] findings and concJusions

Due to the high resol ution of piezoreflectance measufe-

ments, the results of the present study, al though in qual itative
agreement with prevjous optical work, reveal some neW featureS

of a1l oyi ng behavi our and prov j de accurate cr j ti ca'l energy

data for comparison with theorY.
The d band threshol d data showed the effects of:
d band narrowi ng due to di'l uti on of the host

repu'lsion between host and impurity d bands'

results rltere not consistent with elevation of the d bands

to charge transfer.
The Fermi level was seen

of gravity of the d bands as

the resu'lts suggested that 'in

threshold occurs at energies
threshold - as clearlY seen i
a1'loy.

r)
The interconduction band results showed:

s-d interaction is undi'luted at 7n impuritV sites, in

contrast to Ga and A'1. Higher conduction electron density

i n the more concentrated a'l 'loys tends to oppose di'l uti on

of the i nteracti on.

2J For alloys with Zn and Ge, states in the lower conduction

band near the neck appear to sink relative to the

Fermi level more s1ow1y than the rigid band predictionn

i n s upport of de Haas van A'lphen resu'l ts '

1)

?)

The

due
to rise relative to the centre

screen'i ng became i nef f ecti ve and

concentrated a'l l oYs the d band

above the i nterconducti on band

n the most concentrated Cu(Zn)
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Q,ne featut:e commop t0 aI I al I oys* near the phase

bsundary h,as ah {nterconductl on band threshol d en'ergy

a+(LY) - Lz'of * 2.5 eV. In6u1s13!ion about' the crucial
transition for zone-touching, Xs + X+t, waE not accesslble
piezoreflectanCe measurementS on single,-crystal specimens

of alloys clo,se to the phas'e bou'ndary shoul d be m'ade to
remedy th:is f'al'l ing.

The fl band ir1td inte.1.'csnduction band data p'lainly

showed di f ferences between the i soval ent irnpuri ti'es Ga

and Al with the irnplieation that simple argUm:ents based

on the eJectron tO ,atom ratio must be augmented by more

so,phisticated theoretical efforts-

*The rel evant i nf ormati on was unrobtainabt e for Ge and trn
alloys.
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APPENDI CES

I Strain-opti c response of textured fi lms

We calcu'late the combination of the sin91e crystal
(fcc) p'iezo-optic constants (see Chapter 2.4) which wou'l d

be measured in the present experimental confirmation
for a film of pure (hk'l ) texture - in whjch all crystals
have a gi ven (nlt 1 vector norma'l to the substrate pl ane

but are orientated randomly around it.
The co-ordi nate system i s as shown.

ax'l s

The strain in the substrate is defined by Ezz = -u€r

where u is Poisson's ratio for the substrate material
f used quartz (u = 0.17). shear strains are negf igib'le.

The crystals of the film are assumed to follow the

substrate strain in the plane of the film:

eri = €rl, ezl = u€:t

but the strain Perpendicular to the film is d'etermined
'in the individual crystals by the condition cas = 0'

Thus eei = -k€rr where k depends on the orientation of
the crystal with respect to the substrate normal and

(in general ) the strain axis. These assumPti ons seem

to be justified by the study by Vook and I'litt (1965)

of evaporated films subiected to stra'in by thermal expansion

of the substrate. They found that the esl for a gi'ven

(hkl ) orientation ca'lculated on the basis of the assumptions

above agreed with the strain measured by X-ray diffractometry'

strai n
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The procedure i s strai ghtforward, but suffi ci ently
tedious, considering that the results have no direct applica-
tion, that only the (001 ) and (1 1 I ) textures were treated.
The single crystal tensors were transformed to the desi red
(frtt 1 ori entati on and the resFonses f or 'l i ght pol ari sed

ll und I to the strai n axi s averaged over rotati ons of
the crystal s about (hkl ). The resul ts, expressed in
terms of the symmetry combi natj ons of Qi j , are summari sed
jn the table on page 77.

2 A.'l I oy concentrati ons f rom resi stance and X-!"ay f I uorescence

measurements
The thi ckness of the fi lrns i s deduced from fl uorescence

measurements: t o X/n where X i s the total copper f 'l uores-
cent counts measured under standard condi tions, n i s the
densi ty of copper atoms i n the samp'le. The correcti on

to X for attenuation of the exciting and fl uorescent radia-
tion in the sample was less than 1% because the films v,ere

thin.
The copper density in the alloy is related to that in

the pure material by

n = no(l - c)/(t + l #.1 = ADo

where the bracketed factors account for di I uti on of the
sol vent and expansi on of the I atti ce.

The resistance of a section of f ilm of length l, t^tidth wr

and thi ckness t i s gi ven by R - #+ The fracti onal di fference
in resist'ivity of an alloy and pure samp'le i's then

9'90=,tl -l=A-rxr-l (l)po toRo

where x and r are fl uorescence counts and resi stance both
norma I i sed to the val ues for the pure sampl e .

The literature supp'l ies the relationship

9i!g = (6pc + 6,pc,)/po L2\
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and resi dual resi sti vj tY data -

Equating (l) and (2) gives

6'pc3 + c2(6p - 6'p) - c(6p - po('l - + # xr)) + po(xr - l) = Q

which is readily so'l ved for c using a programmable ca'l culator.

3 Notes on exPerimental sYstems

Strai n transducer
The longitud'inal strain in the substrate is given by

( noUi nson & Edgar, I 974 )

€rr = 1.12 x l0-tcrugsin(2tx/r)Sin[t,rt)

for transducers of the type and dimensions used with capaciti ve

loading of the gau9. 9.ystal. C, and ug are the capacitance

and rms vo1 tage across the ga uge crySta I . C, i s determj ned

by measuring the reduction in gauge voltage 6v on connect'ing

a test capacitance in para11e1 with the gauge crystal:

The components were cemented wi th Locti te I . S. I 2 or eoui val ent

adhesive. |lJiping the surfaces to be ioined with dilute
Na0H solution made the ioint easier to snap when demounting

samples.
0pti ca I systems

C, = Cr(vn - 6v)/ov

Cal i brati on of monochromators: the fo1 I owi ng 1 i nes

from spectral lamps are sufficient: Hg 546.1 rrlrr Cd 643'8 rffi,
Cd 326. I nm.

Fi I ters to el imi nate second order monochromator output

and reduce stray light: (all long wavelength pass filters)

Spectra'l range

350 - 6?0 nm

620 - 720 nm

720 - 800 nm

Fi I ter

cs 0-52
cs 2-62

RG- 9
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Cal i brati on of di fferenti al refl ectometer: wi th a

samp'le i n one aperture and the T beam (Fi g.4.5 ) bl ocked by

an absorber the phase of the lock-in was set and the system

calibrated for unity by adjusting the photomultip'l ier gain

control to give f u'l 'l scale def 'lection on the X-Y recorder'

sensi ti vi ty was al tered us ing the I ock-i n gai n control whi ch

had been trimmed to give less than 1 part in 103 error between

ranges.
Choice of time constants

Experimental systems I i ke the pi ezorefl ectance and

di fferenti al refl ectance systems have associ ated wi th them

four characteristic frequencies: ,m - the modulation freouBrlClr

at whi ch the 'lock-i n ampl i f i er operates; ,c - the i nverse

of the ti me constant of the d. c. channel (the photomul ti p'l i er

automatic gain control ); ,d - the inverse of the time constant

of the lock-in qmplif,ier; ,s - the scanning freouency of
I dlthe system, #;+ , in opt'ical bandwidths per second'

To avoid systematic errors one must ensure trttcttd",r'
rm r r. ensures there js no attenuatjon of the signal by

the acti on of the gain contro'l , ,c t ,d and t t, ensure

there is no variation jn the output due to f'l uctuations
.in light intensity, rd , ,s ensures there is no disp'lace-

ment or djstortion of the experimental spectrum from scanning

too fast. The f ina'l constraint is usual'ly most important
since the overriding obiective is to minimise the scan time

wi thout degradi ng the qual i ty of the data ( i - e. to maximi se

,s and minimi se tO) The time constants selected for the

two systems were as follows (, = 1/r)z

tm

z.'10- 6

7. l0- 3

tc

3.10- 3

0.03

td

3

0.3

ts

22Pi ezorefl ectance

Di fferenti a'l
refl e ctance

[seconds )

2.5

For the di fferential refl ectance system to scan thi s rapi dly

a notch filter at 2r, (or a ladder filter at the output to
increase the high frequency attenuation) was required to
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attenuate the large component of the signal at this frequency

(see Fig.4.5 ).

4 Computing 
^D ^DThe basi c data to be processed are tof f and Tf (PR)

(Ra - Rp)/(Ra + *o) (DR), and Rp. These are dig'iTised

from XY recorder traces at a stahdard set of energy points'
(280 po'ints i n the range 0- l0 eV at aVerage 2 nrn spaci ng over

the range 600-250 nm.) Data are on1 Y recorded at energi es

necessary to define the experimental curve with straight
ljne segments - blank entries are deleted later. Since

more than 1 00 i ndi vi dual fi I es were processed the standard

energy f i I e was essent'ial to m'ini mi se I abour. The f our

files above were entered on a magnetic disk and checked for
errors by plotting on a vjsua'l display unit'

A programme ( BATCH ) then produced a si ngl e combi ned

file with the following operatjons:
i ) Scaled PR by cal ibration factor (original entries were

as rms signa'l in uV). Adiusted PR to zero in IR'

i i ) Produced common reduced set of energy val ues based

on the union of the sets for ll .nd I PR spectra,
interpolating where necessarY.

i i ) Appl ied stray 'l ight correction to PR data'
[ = X'('l + B) =nlrt

where X(,.,r) is the true signal f which would be measured

i n the absence of stray I i ght, X' (t^,) i s the experimental

signal , X, i s the si gnal due to stray 1 ight only
(meas ured at 235 nm ) , and B (,.,r) i s the rati o of
stray light intensity to true light intensity'
(Fig.A.l ) (Measured for a pure sample assuming

that the stray I i ght i ntensi ty throughout the

reg i on where the correct'ion i s i mportant i s

equal to the value at 235 nm. B(ur) is not

s'ignificantly different for alloy samples

beca use the di fference j n refl ectance averaged

over the spectrum is sma11.) The accuracY

of the correction was checked as recounted
in Chapter 4.1 for ll Polarisation For
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the I pol ari sati on the correcti on i s not re'l i abl e above

4.5 eV but this region of the I tpectrum contains no

useful information in anY case.

iv) App'l ied optiona'l correction for'low polarjsation.
,,crosstalk', between the ll and'f polarisations can '.

be corrected for usi ng

*ll = (l + A)x
it

- otr

and a similar expression with ll transposed for l'
A = kzll/krIll , where fitrl it the polariser transmittance
data diiptayd'a in F'i g.A. Ib'; IIlIll it the ratio of
jntensities of each polarisatfon. Since the kz/kr data

were typi cal specs suppl ied by the manufacturer the

correction is of questionable reliability. An exampl e

is shown in 4.1 0b, the correction can be disregarded

as explained there.
Extrapo'lations

The pR, DR and R data need extrapolations in three spectral
regions.
i) Infrared 0-1 ,7 eV :

PR : the small constant signa'l level in
the near IR was adjusted to zero as

descri bed above.

DR, R : the nearly constant I evel i n the near

IR was adiusted to 0 and I respecti vely
at zero energy consistent with free-
el ectron absorPti on.

Any reasonabl e vari ati on on these procedures ' e ' 9 '

sma'll non-zero PR in the IR had negligible effect
on the interband results.
U'l travi ol et (5- l0 eV) : Thi s i s

region since the determ'ination
energy is affected in the more

PR: adi usted smoothlY to zero

extrapol at'ion of the f orm:

the most di ffi cul t
of the Lz' -> LY cri tical
dilute alloys.
by l0 eV. A standard

n

ii)

t&trl = fitst.,)[(ur' rrro)/(rrl - to)]
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was used.

Far ultraviolet (10
extrapolated in the
the high energy of
express i on
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was used with os chosen to match slopes at the limit
of experimental data u)' and the exponent n usua'l ly
- 4 to maintain a simi larly shaped drop-off in the
pure and alloy spectra. This choice of the extra-
po1 ation for PR was unavoi dably somewhat arbi trary
but was guided by the shape of the pR high
energy tail exposed in the near UV in the most
concentrated alloys.
DR: adj ucted smoothly to zero at '10 eV
R: data from far uv studies by D. Beag'tehole (.rg65)

"Y 
-+ -): Reflectivity data were

Kramers - Kroni g transform from
the file data at trls by the standard

ft = Ro(ro/^)x

where x was chosen to reproduce the results of independent
opt'ical measurements in the visible. X was usual ly
between I and 1.4.
In fact, x was chosen for pure cu samples to produce
E2 - 5.5 at 460 nm (typical of unoxidised films)
and for al loys vras chosen to reproduce er(.pure)
ez (aI loy) measured by the method of Chapter 4.3.
By using the difference in ez to determine the extra-
po1 ation the gross effects of the oxi de fi rm common
to both pure and al loy samples should be subtracted.
The detai I s of thi s procedure are unimportant as
is evident from Fig.A.2 which shows the typical
effects on the (1ro)2lez spectra of variations in
the i nput data and extrapol ati ons.
The basi c programme used to perform the numeri car
Kramers-Kronig integral (see chapter 2.3) is I isted
by Bassett (1974). The general input is a file
of R(r) data points and the parameter defining the
hi gh energy extrapol ati on; the output i s er (o:) and
ez(r,r) or other desired functions of the optical constants.
In the present application files of a1'loy reflectance
and strained a'l loy ref 'lectance ( ll and l) are
deri ved from the i nput data i n the obvi ous manner,
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three spectra shown are the result of Kramers-Kronig integration

of the AR/R data for a 5.65 at% Cu(Zn) alloy using i) the normal

procedure ii) a far UV extrapolation parameter some 30% too large

iii)the reflectance data for pure Cu rather than the alloy itself-
Effects ii) and iii) are much larger than anticipated systematic

errors but the energy of the peak is only shifted of the order

of 0.04 eV.
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the three separate Kramers-Kronig transforms performed

and ouantitjes such as (io)2Aez obtained by subtractjon'
Twel ve minutes of PDP-'l 5 computer time are requi red

for a .l50 point sPectrum.
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